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BERTHA DUDDE - AUTOBIOGRAPHY
I have been writing messages, received through the inner Word since June 15, 1937. In answer to the
many requests of my friends I will give you a picture of my earthly life, a short explanation of what I
received spiritually, and my own feelings about all this.
I was born April 1, 1891, the second oldest daughter of an artist of Liegnitz in Schlesien, today’s
Poland I had a normally peaceful childhood, with six sisters in our parent home. I learned the cares
of life at an early age. The desire to make money to help my parents made me learn the trade of a
seamstress. As the financial needs of my parents continued, so the burden, and in this way I made
myself useful.
My parents belonged to different denominations. Father was a Protestant -Mother a Catholic. We
children were brought up in the Catholic faith, but never experienced pressure or force to follow the
practices of the church so that each child in later years could pursue their own chosen course.
I myself was religious, but could not accept the doctrine of the Catholic system, although I respected
the church. I could not represent something on the outside that my inner conscience had not
accepted. So I did not continue to attend church, heard little preaching and had no knowledge of the
Bible. I did not read any religious books or scientific literature and did not join any other group or
religious sect.
Anyone knowing the Catholic teaching knows what a conscious struggle one finds himself in when
he wants to loosen himself from it. I also was not spared from this. But the question as to what is the
Truth, and where it is to be found, remained.
Often when I prayed the Lord's prayer I would beseech the Lord to allow me to find HIS kingdom.
This prayer was answered in June 15, 1937, as I prayed quietly and waited on the inner voice. In this
attitude I persisted often, for a wonderful peace came over me and thoughts which came to my heart,
not my head, gave me comfort and strength.
Still I did not know that these thoughts were given to me, until in a strange dream I experienced
something, which later proved to be the Truth and caused me to write down these thoughts.
So on a certain day as I listened inwardly a stream of words came to me, which I wrote down. This
was the first message I wrote which started like this: "In the beginning was the Word, 'a TEDEUM' to the Creator of Heaven and Earth."
Then came doubt, ….did you write this by yourself? In short, I have wrestled, prayed and gone
through many struggles, but again and again the words came to me like a stream, a wisdom, which
made me tremble. Then GOD HIMSELF took away my doubts. HE answered me and I
acknowledged HIM as our Father, in HIS Word. My faith grew, doubt diminished, and I received
and wrote daily.
The contents of the writings were beyond my understanding. Phrases, which I had never heard of, or
read about, strange and scientific expressions and references continually came to me. Then came
unheard of expressions of the Heavenly Father's Love giving refuge and providing enlightenment to
all the questions of life.
The "Words" came to me in the following manner: After sincere prayer and a short period of
composure I listened inwardly. Thoughts then followed coming to my mind, clearly, distinctly, and
the words flowed smoothly always three or four, one after another, like writing a radio
announcement or a weather report, slowly so that I could easily keep pace, writing line after line.
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Now, I write the words in shorthand as a dictation without having any constructive or intellectual
part in it. I am in no way in a 'trance', nor do I even form the sentences, but it comes to me one word
at a time, neither do I understand the context while I am writing the words down.
After days, sometimes weeks, I transcribe the shorthand writings into longhand without changing or
correcting a syllable. Each dictation takes about half an hour. I must stress that this could not happen
forcibly or in a state of ecstasy. It all takes place simply and consciously, without any excitement or
influence of my own will. I can interrupt myself at any time and finish the sentence after hours or
days without reading the previous writing the dictated words continue again.
My will is under no compulsion, all that I desire is to serve GOD and do what HIS Will wants me to
do.
I can truthfully say that I was led into this Truth, and these concepts were, in all respect foreign to
me. It was only after years that I found confirmation of what I received, when I came to know the
writings of Jacob Lorber. No one can imagine my joy when I discovered the literature of Jacob
Lorber; "The Great Gospel of John" and the "Youth of CHRIST" Then I understood that other people
were given the Word of the Lord, that GOD had spoken to HIS children at all times and that GOD
will continue to do this in HIS endless Love and Mercy.
I found in Lorber' s writings the same as was given to me. I often could not understand the word that
came to me, but in HIS Love the Heavenly Father gave me the explanation. How wonderful are the
innumerable manifestations in which the Father displays HIS exceeding great goodness.
It became clear to me that my short education, due to lack of money and my lack of time to read
good books or visit performances, became my advantage. I could now concentrate on my work from
early morning to late at night, and each day I received that precious spiritual Word without knowing
for whom I received it.
It is because of my ignorance of the Bible and the Catholic doctrine that I accepted the Word from
Above without resistance. In my experience an earnest Catholic or Protestant whose knowledge is
rooted in dogmatic theories is too much bound to their dogma to accept and embrace Divine
revelations without resistance.
Still there are scientists at several faculties who earnestly discuss these Divine teachings with
increasing interest. Their interest does not only concern the irrefutable explanation of the origin of
matter and the possibility of its dissolution, but also the principle of the wrong teachings of different
religions, systems and confessions. In the messages I received these errors are recorded and everyone
is urged to give instructions concerning these doctrinal errors whenever there is an opportunity.
But everyone is free to take the LORD' s Word to heart or not. But whoever understands the spirit in
the Father's Word and does not act accordingly makes the distance between himself and the Father
even greater. When he does not follow the warning words of Love he puts himself inevitably under
the law. He will also in the same measure lack in Grace, disregarding GOD' s commandment of
Love.
In GOD' s Grace people are led anew to the gospel, which emphatically points out the purpose of
man's being. For the merciful Love of GOD seeks to save all who still can be saved be fore the
turning point comes. And it will come. The end-time of which seers and prophets have proclaimed is
now here. According to the revelations given to me, the LORD does not differentiate between HIS
children. "Come ye all to ME" sounds HIS call and blessed is he who hears HIS call and follows
HIM. GOD Loves HIS children. HE wants to make them all happy, even when they do not want to
know HIM.
Recorded Nov. 22, 1953
BERTHA DUDDE.
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‘How are you fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning!
How are you cut down to the ground, which did weaken the nations!
For you have said in your heart, I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt
my throne above the stars of God: I will sit also on the mount of the
congregation, in the sides of the north: I will ascend above the
heights of the clouds; I will be like the most High.
Yet you shall be brought down to hell, to the sides of the pit.’
Isaiah 14:12-15
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B.D. 4551, January 28, 1949
FALL OF THE ANGELS… SIN
It remains perpetually unfathomable for human beings what moves God to rule and work as He does, because human
intellect cannot comprehend what motives form the basis for God’s expression of strength; neither can it comprehend
the interactions because it can only see and feel the result of what primordially had happened in the spiritual realm, in a
world, of which all visible creations are mere weak reflections that cannot even comparatively be referred to and which
were only created as a result of what had taken place a long time ago in the realm of God’s created spirits. These were
the purest expression of His strength, consequently they too were powerful and strong, they were of the highest
perfection. God’s creative will had transferred itself to His created beings too, with the result that all His thoughts urged
to express themselves in them as well and therefore a creative will of unimaginable extent inspired these beings which
now became active without restriction. In other words, new creations were produced which surpassed themselves;
however, these new creations were always inspired beings and of greatest perfection too, therefore also cognitive and in
possession of free will.
The first entity which came forth out of God outshone everything with its light and strength because it had developed
from God Himself and found its bliss in the constant use of its unlimited strength. Its creations increased and its bliss
grew immeasurably, God had imposed on it no limitations. However, He put it to the test because He wanted the entity
to become aware of itself as the carrier of God’s outgoing strength… This test required that the entity… Lucifer…
should depict God to his creations as their origin, in order that he too would continue to always consciously accept the
strength, which enabled him to be creatively active, from God. Thus he was meant to acknowledge God as his Creator
and source of strength and his bliss would be unlimited for all eternity. He was not put to the test merely for the sake of
this acknowledgment but he was expected to make a decision of his own free will that was intended to elevate him from
the perfectly created being to a perfect being of his own volition, so that he too could use his power and strength as a
truly divine being within the will of God…
And he failed… He did not want to be the recipient but the source of strength himself, and the amount of strength at his
disposal seemed proof enough to him… Therefore he volitionally separated himself from God, although a separation
from Him was not possible since he couldn’t exist without God. And since his will, with the use of God’s strength, had
created innumerable beings, he considered himself as their creator and of enormous strength and power; consequently he
volitionally separated from God in arrogance and lust for power, thereby becoming sinful and pulling all of his creations
into sin too. Although they themselves were still innocent they were completely under the influence of him who had
given them life.
And these were now given the right of self-determination by God, they were permitted to see the light and in their
perfection also recognised their origin, they could therefore also stay with God and participate in His glory. However,
only few followed Him, that is, only few chose to stay with God of their own free will and, as His angels, were
constantly with Him and worked for Him in the spiritual realm. The greater part, however, fell… they followed their
creator, freely chose to accept his will as their own and by doing so fell into a state of spiritual darkness… His
awareness was taken from him because the effect of the strength reduces as soon as the entity distances itself from
God….
But everything was and is strength out of God which eternally cannot be lost and therefore must return to Him in a way
that God’s wisdom has judged to be effective. And this way is the progression through the earthly physical creation,
which God had brought into being for the purpose of leading the fallen spirit back to Him. The spirit moves through this
creation with a bound will, that is, in a state of compulsion on the slow path of upward development until it reaches the
stage when its free will is returned to it and it is once again confronted with the decision to choose the power it wants to
adhere to.
The being is burdened with the sin of its past opposition to God but can release itself by using God’s strength which it
once had rejected; however, it has to acquire this through works of love and by consciously requesting it from God in
prayer. It has to use its free will during its earthly life in the right manner… it has to turn towards God again and
acknowledge Him as eternal Father and Creator… Then it returns once more to the state of light, it becomes a recipient
of strength and can work again in accordance to its will which now is also God’s will… and it shall be able to create
and shape for its own happiness and thus be eternally blessed.
AMEN

***
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B.D. 5125, May 5.-6, 1951
PROCESS OF DEVELOPMENT… LAW OF COMPULSION… STAGE OF FREE WILL
Nothing is without purpose and goal.... Everything in existence was created by God and brought to life to fulfil a
purpose. Consequently, everything also has its function; it has to serve in some way or other in order to fulfil its
purpose. Even the smallest work of creation, the smallest living being, has its task which it has to comply with and
effectively is forced to do so, because every creation is subject to natural law, thus it is unable to act unlawfully.
Nevertheless, even an accomplished task in the law of compulsion is effectively a service, for it will always benefit
another work of creation, it is necessary for the emergence and preservation of same. And thus, nothing in the entire
universe is without purpose, or was created for no reason.
The final purpose and destiny, however, is the liberation of the spiritual substance, towards which the whole of creation
contributes in accordance with God’s wise plan of eternity. The whole of creation only came into being for the purpose
of liberating the spiritual substance, and every single work of creation complies with this destiny in the law of
compulsion.
The human being, however, is an exception, he is indeed God’s work of creation too, nevertheless, his thoughts, will and
actions are not subject to the law of compulsion. The external human being, the physical body, is still subject to the law
of compulsion, because this consists of spiritual substances which are still at the beginning of development. His soul,
however, enjoys a certain amount of freedom, it is able to develop in line with its own will, thus God has not subjected it
to this law. All the same, even the soul’s development, its release from the constraint of earthly matter, depends on its
will to occupy itself in a helpful manner…. thus, again, service is the actual purpose of its earthly life. And since it is
not forced into a helpful activity, love has to develop within itself, which is the most certain impulse for helpful activity.
What occurred and was achieved during an infinitely long time in the law of compulsion shall now experience its
culmination as human being, but of its own volition. The human being should serve with love in order to become
completely liberated from the constrained state, which the soul regards as a limitation and restriction of its original
abundance of strength and light…. The human being’s soul can reach this goal on earth if it has the sincere will to do so,
yet it does not have to attain it, because God gave it freedom of will to enable its free decision for Him or His adversary,
who caused its loss of freedom and from whom it therefore has to liberate itself. Loving service is the key to liberation
from this infinitely long captivity…. What the spiritual substance had to do in line with God’s will during the long path
through all of creation, it should now, in the final stage, do of its own volition…. it should serve because of love….
Thereby it demonstrates its divine origin, for love characterises the divine being and it shapes itself again into its
original nature, it accepts again what it had voluntarily abandoned due to arrogance. As soon as the human being serves
with love his offence against God will be cancelled, he will have left the state of sinfulness and will have found his way
back to God, from Whom he wanted to distance himself…. (had distanced himself) he has recognised his childship and
desires to enter into the right kind of relationship with the Father, and through love he will become a true child of
God….
Yet it all has to take place in free will, and this is his test of earthly life which he absolutely has to pass. The human
being is able to reach this goal since he will receive help from God in every way, but he may also have completed the
infinitely long process of development in the law of compulsion in vain if he, instead of progressing in the stage of a
human being, comes to a standstill or even slips back. Then he will misuse his free will again.... he does not use the
many opportunities at his disposal to reach the goal, and then he will also have to accept the consequences…. a repeated
path through all of creation.
One day he will surely reach his goal, but it is up to the being itself to decide the duration of its captivity, for God gave it
free will which He respects so that it can become perfect.AMEN
***
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B.D. 5610, February 24.-26, 1953
SATAN’S NATURE… FALL AND REDEMPTION
The extremely vast distance from Me by the one who once rebelled against Me, the all enlivening strength, has also
tremendously reduced the effect of strength, and thus the spiritual substance, which was once full of life and strength,
deprived itself of strength and finally turned into the hardest substance, because even spiritual substance hardens if it is
so infinitely far away from Me that it is no longer affected by My strength of love. The process of hardening of spiritual
substance is synonymous with the emergence of earthly matter which, due to My will, took on shape. Thus all of
creation is fundamentally such hardened substance, My once emanated spiritual strength which nevertheless originated
from Me as something supremely perfected in essence…. This perfect spiritual substance was constantly permeated by
My strength of love and thereby able to create and work without limitation like Me.
I Am the original source of strength and everything in existence depends on this source of strength. Nothing apart from
Me exists with independent strength at its disposal, and thus a detachment from Me and My strength also means
complete disintegration, since it would not be possible to receive a flow of strength from anywhere else. However, a
separation from Me is not possible either, because My strength cannot cease for eternity and is eternally indivisible too;
but what emerged from My strength is able to distance itself infinitely far away, and distance means that the strength
loses its effect, thus the far-removed substance remains motionless and compacts into solid substance, into matter, which
thus is hardened spiritual substance without the ability to be active because it has left the emanation field of My strength
of love.
This, therefore, is the fate of the fallen spiritual substance which is furthest away from Me and yet will eternally not
cease to exist …. Fundamentally, however, it is nevertheless something of substance which once was intelligent to the
highest degree, possessed awareness and free will and yet, due to its fall, lost all evidence of its divinity. Through My
will these spiritual beings dissolved into countless minute particles in order to gradually come together again after they
have achieved a certain degree of maturity or purification by means of a healing process which I recognised as
successful…. Thus I bound the once free spirits which had been created by My first-created being and the use of My
strength…. But what has become of this first-created being?
Since its fall this being has been wandering about to and fro as a spark of strength trying to use its remaining strength to
illuminate everything My will has taken away from it…. not to enliven it but to increase its own strength in order to
surpass Me Myself, that is, My strength…. The spiritual substance constrained by My will does not react to this
illumination simply because it is not giving it life…. But as soon as it becomes the entity again after the infinitely long
path through creation, when the individual minute particles have gathered again and as a unit embodies itself in the
human form and thereby regains its self-awareness, it will respond again to the endeavours of the first-created being, My
opposing spirit. It allows itself to be blinded by the spark, for this spark does not illuminate, it is just a deceptive light
that dazzles the eye in order to obscure its view completely …. just as his strength became ineffective due to the
apostasy, due to the infinitely vast distance from Me. But his essence remains, he has not lost his self-awareness, and
therefore he is still able to influence equally self-aware beings, thus his essence can thoroughly permeate the human
being without, however, thereby being limited to just one human being.
Hence he is able to exercise his influence wherever people intentionally turn to him due to their disposition and who
thus increase his strength through unison with him…. He only uses his remaining strength to work against Me, he
constantly tries to elevate himself with the help of people who submit themselves to him. Thus, this opposing spirit is
indeed quite obviously active, he is also able to quite obviously dominate a person, yet only as long as the person is to
take his test of will on earth….
If he has achieved his aim to win people over for himself then he nevertheless has merely aided the hardening of
spiritual substance again and forfeited his strength, so that he himself will also be completely lifeless as soon as he is no
longer able to cling to people who provide him with their energy of life…. And this is the case when a period of
Salvation approaches its end, when he has drawn the majority of people into the abyss and the others are completely
devoted to Me. Then he himself will be completely deprived of his strength, then he, too, will be in a constrained state,
he will be chained…. until he is able to tempt people in the same manner once more, until people themselves get to the
state again that they increase his strength, until they more or less loosen his chains themselves all over again as a result
of their wrong will for matter, which submits to My adversary’s will and thus raises his position of power once more,
which becomes ever more evident in every period of Salvation the closer it gets to the end. For this reason every period
of Salvation will start in peaceful harmony as a true paradise on earth and end with satanic activity until even the last
spiritual being has been taken away from My adversary, until he himself is so weak that he will ask for strength from
Me…. until he himself will return to Me into his Father’s house…. which he once had left of his own free will. AMEN
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B.D. 5612, February 28, 1953
FIRST CREATED BEING… LIGHT BEARER (LUCIFER)… APOSTASY FROM GOD
Your human intellect is only able to understand profound truth to a certain degree, because pure spirituality is only
spiritually explainable. This explanation will be accepted by the spirit within you and indeed also passed on via the soul
to the intellect, but the intellect is still too earthly minded and therefore cannot delve so deeply into spiritual knowledge
to understand everything. Nevertheless, My spirit expresses itself through the spiritual spark within you, and anyone
who has love will also understand the meaning of what I say to him:
My creative will was immense, My strength inexhaustible, and I found My bliss in the implementation of My thoughts
and plans. And this bliss wanted to express itself, My love wanted to give itself, I wanted another being beside Me to
also enjoy what made Me indescribably happy. I experienced My solitude as a lack which I could change any time if I
wanted to.... And I wanted to re-discover Myself in a being that should be closely united with Me, which I wanted to
shape as a mirror of Myself, as My own image, to be able to bestow it with unlimited bliss and thereby increase My
bliss too. I wanted to create such a being and this will sufficed, because My will was strength and always proceeded
with love and wisdom. The entity I externalised from within Myself was indeed My image yet it could not see Me, had it
been able to see Me it would have ceased to exist due to its beatitude, since no being could endure to behold Me. For
every being, even the most perfect image of Myself, is always just a product of My strength of love, whereas I Am the
strength of love Myself and enlighten everything with incomparable intensity but, as a result, I could not be endured by
the being I had externalised. Yet by creating this being I had a vessel into which the strength of My love could flow
continually, and thus it also received My creative will, My strength, My wisdom and My love beyond measure with this
constant influx of strength from Me. As a result, it was now able to experience the same bliss, it was able to use its
strength in accordance with its own will, it could be creatively active for its own pleasure and thus constantly increase
My bliss, because it was My strength which enabled the being to do so and I took pleasure in its happiness….
And now countless other beings of the same nature emerged from this being.... They all were children of My love in
radiating light, in utmost perfection, because from the image I created of Myself and My infinite love could only ever
emerge utmost perfection, because we shared the same will. Both our love found itself again in the created beings,
because nothing imperfect existed as long as My will and My love worked through this first created being. It was an
enlightened world of spirits, there were a great number of originally created spirits…. The strength from Me flowed
unrestricted to the being which I had chosen for Myself as the bearer of light and strength…. And the entity itself was
more than blissfully happy…. Yet I wanted to increase this bliss even more; I did not want it to be tied to My will but it
should be active of its own will which…. if the being was perfect and remained so… was My will. For the being, having
been created by Me, was incapable of having any other will. But I wanted it to be able to act independently.... because
the only characteristic of a divine being is that love is so powerful within itself that it is the decisive factor for the same
direction of will as mine. I wanted to receive this love from My first created being which, however, was intended to
result in its ultimate perfection at the same time, so that it was no longer active as a created being in accordance with
My will but should enjoy unlimited bliss by merging with My will for love of Me….
But in order to pass this test of love and will it had to have complete freedom of will. It did not see Me but it recognised
Me because it was enlightened…. However, it saw the countless beings created by its will, and it felt itself as their
creator in spite of knowing that it had received its strength from Me…. And the entity was envious of My strength....
Although it was visible to the beings it had created, it was nevertheless conscious of its origin from Me, but it claimed
the right to rule these beings for itself by presenting itself to them as the source of strength, as the only power able to
create…. It more than less denied to love Me in order to rule.... You humans cannot understand the process by which a
self-aware being could transgress into completely wrong reasoning but this is explained by free will which, in order to
become active, must also be able but does not have to make a negative choice.
The bearer of light and strength saw on the one side the evidence of strength conveyed through him, yet he did not see
the source of strength itself. Thus he declared himself ruler over his created spirits and also tried to portray Me as nonexistent to them. He tried to transfer his now opposing will on to them…. And now the moment of decision, of proving
their perfection, also came for the beings who had been created by the bearer of light with the use of My strength…. My
strength was inherent in all these beings, they were fully enlightened and aglow with love for Me, Whom they could not
see but nevertheless recognise. But they also loved their creator, because the strength that had created them was love
which had emanated from the first created being and enabled it to create. This love now had to make a choice, and it
divided itself….
Terrible confusion occurred amongst the spirits who felt urged to make a decision. But…. since My strength of love was
effectively light…. it was understandable that the urge towards the primary source of strength was stronger in many
beings, that their love diminished for the one who separated from Me and pushed towards Me with increased force….
For the light within them was the realisation that I was Eternal Love. Every being had this knowledge indeed, but it also
had free will which did not depend on knowledge, or it would not have been free. And the spiritual world divided
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itself…. The externalised being had its followers just as I had Mine, even though I was not visible. But the effect of My
strength was so powerful that many beings turned away from the one who wanted to oppose Me…. Their will remained
in the right direction, whereas the bearer of light and his followers directed their will wrongly, thus they volitionally
separated from Me and this caused their fall into the abyss….
Thus the light bearer, the fully illuminated being externalised by Me, became My adversary, whereas everything that
had emerged from him, that was created by both our love, partly turned towards Me and partly towards him, depending
on the glow of love by which it was permeated. As soon as the bearer of light separated from Me the beings experienced
an undefined desire for a definite pole. Free will began to unfold itself.... neither I nor My adversary influenced them
forcefully, they were merely exposed to both our emanation of strength which wanted to gain every being for itself. The
flow of My strength was pure love and affected the beings so intensely that they recognised Me without seeing Me, but
they could also recognise the first created beings’ change of will. However, because they could see this entity many
followed it, i.e. they subordinated themselves to its will and thus distanced themselves from Me. Yet other originally
created beings felt themselves as My children and voluntarily remained loyal to Me, only they were far less in number.
These were the first created beings who arose from My light bearer’s most blissful creative will and My immense influx
of strength of love. And this strength of love was inherent in these beings too and persistently pushed them towards Me,
for they recognised their creator’s present will as wrong and therefore turned away from him. The other beings could
have come to this realisation too yet they blindly followed the one they could see, and their will was respected and in no
way influenced by Me, because this decision of will had to take place in order to shape the created beings to
independent perfection. The being which left Me drew a large number of followers into the abyss, for to distance
oneself from Me means to strive towards the abyss, to aim towards a completely opposite state, which thus signifies
darkness and weakness, loss of knowledge and strength. Whereas My children blissfully remained in the most radiant
light and immense strength, in beatitude.
After the fall of Lucifer, the light bearer, his strength was defeated..... He could no longer actively create and shape
although I did not withdraw the strength from him because he was My living creation. His power and strength rested in
his followers, whom he now dominated as prince of darkness. But they are also the products of My love which I will not
leave to My adversary forever. As long as these beings still share his will they belong to him; but as soon as I succeed in
turning their will towards Me he has lost them, and thus his strength diminishes at the same rate as I release his prisoners
from his control which, however, always presupposes the being’s free will.
And this is the purpose of My eternal plan of Salvation, which is eagerly and most lovingly supported by all inhabitants
of the kingdom of light, by My angels and archangels, for they all are My helpers who endeavour to bring bliss again to
their fallen brothers, who once voluntarily threw it away…. And this work of liberation will succeed, even if it takes an
infinitely long time before the last once-fallen spirit returns to Me, until even the first created being that came forth from
My love draws closer to Me again in its longing for My love…. until this too repentantly returns to the Father’s house,
which it once left voluntarily. AMEN
***
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B.D. 5703, June 21, 1953
PURPOSE FOR CREATION… PROCESS OF EVOLUTION
The world, with all its creations that are visible to you, only serves one purpose: the return of the spirit, which had once
fallen away from God and which is bound in countless individual substances or tiny sparks of spiritual essence within
these creations, in order to gradually evolve again by means of constant change of location, by means of constant
transformation of its outer appearance, until it reaches a certain degree of maturity. This then enables this spirit to
incarnate as the soul within the human being, from which the final return to God should now take place of its own
volition… The spirit has indeed walked an infinitely long way before its incarnation as human being, it is a journey
which began with the immense torture of confinement and stayed in confinement for an endless long time until the bond
began to loosen and eventually eased more and more but always being a state of bondage for the spiritual substance
from which, however, the human being can release himself it he so wants…
Hence your human soul has passed through all these creations which are visible to you and you have now arrived at the
last stage of your evolution on earth. You only have to accomplish your last task on this earth and then you can, free of
all earthly restrictions, once again live in the realm which you once had left of your own free will because of your
rebellion against God… And your last task on earth is… to totally submit yourselves of your own free will to the eternal
God because a long time ago you revolted against God… to serve with love because in the past you wanted to rule with
cruelty … to become perfect again through love because you deprive yourselves of all divine qualities when you sin
against God… You shall become full of light and strong again, as you were in the beginning… Because you came forth
from God as perfect beings but who have no awareness of themselves because they are without love, because they had
distanced themselves from God and therefore could no longer be enlightened by His love, since every resistance to God
also renders His love ineffective although God’s love for His living creations won’t end eternally…
The process of development from below to above takes place with everything and through everything you see. Thus the
meaning and purpose of creation as well as the meaning and purpose of your life on earth has been briefly explained to
you. You may and must know of this so that you can consciously strive towards the last goal on earth, just as you must
know of Him Who is God and Creator to all of you. It is He Who wants to be recognised and loved by you as Father to
give you the measure of love that enables you to return to your original state once more, so that you end your life on
earth as His children and return home to Him to create and work with Him and in accordance with His will, as is your
destiny since time immemorial…
In order to give you human beings this knowledge, this awareness, He speaks to you Himself, He lets you hear His
Word and teaches you by means of His Word, He informs you of His will, the compliance to which must inevitably
result in that degree of maturity again which you had given away of your own free will. All He asks of you is to
transform yourselves to love… If you comply with His will then your upward development is also ensured, then you
accomplish your task on earth, then the way from the deepest depth towards the height has successfully been travelled
with the result that you are united again with God, from Whom you once separated and with Whom you now stay united
forever.
AMEN
***
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B.D. 5800, October 31, 1953
CREATION OF MAN - THE FALL OF MAN
The fallen spiritual needed endless time for its upward development, and endless time was also required for My
individual creations. The latter were obliged to develop themselves, so to say, also the inner bound spiritual should be
able to receive more and more matured spirituality. Again and again new forms were called to life, and always new
destinations given to these forms.
Therefore, it took more than just a moment for the origin of the material creation, and endlessly long periods had to pass
until the spiritual found in all the different grades of maturity the necessary outer form, because the ever-rising maturity
forever demanded new creations.
As long as the spiritual moved under the law of "you must", My creative activity meant: Creation of the earth as a
maturing station for the lowest fallen spirituals where, they could gain maturity. This maturity returns the free will to the
bounded spiritual which it had once abused. Now it was imperative to create also for this fully matured spiritual an outer
form so that it could again test the free will in this form. And this creation work was man, who differed from all former
originated creations in as much as he was endowed, in addition to free will, also with intelligence and reason; was gifted
with the faculty of thinking an I-consciousness, and with the ability to exchange thoughts by speaking with his fellow
men, this togetherness gave the, necessary basis for the test of one's will.
The outer form of man already existed in the last stages of the "must" condition, and was destined for the reception of
uncounted fully matured soul substances. But those living beings still acted under the "must condition", corresponding
to the law of nature, and therefore they were not responsible for their actions.
They were only able to think to a small degree. But as collection vessels for their spiritual, which matured over the long
period of evolution, they were also creation works which My Wisdom and my love formed for this spiritual. But it was
only possible to call these beings “man" if they were in possession of the free will, of the intelligence and of an Iconsciousness.
And only then began the plan of spiritualization. This required that these beings -- the men -- were taught by Me and
that they had to use their ability to think according to my admonitions. Thanks to their free will, they could now produce
and live on earth; they could become gods; but also, they could act contrary to My advice and My will, and therefore
they returned again to the depth, from whence they arose.
I created man. I gave the spiritual one, which having already reached a certain degree of maturity, an outer form that
corresponded again to My Love and wisdom , and also to the task that man has to fulfill. This exterior form, as soon as
the spiritual inhabited it, only then became a living being ... the composition of countless particles which now as soul
gave life to the form. The spiritual is a constant effective force, and was indeed bound during the endlessly long
evolutionary process. Therefore it was incapable of acting without hindrance. But in its final exterior form in man, it can
again become active. It can unfold its own force and through union with Me increase it without limits.
The first men had My immeasurable force at their disposition. They were equipped in an extraordinary way because
their test-life on earth should have led them to become totally spiritual in order to shed their earthly cover and return as
My rightful children, into the house of their Father. But the will-test which I ask from every created being had to be
given to them. The passing of this test would then have made it easier for all the people following to reach the final goal.
In the first men I created beings that despite their insufficiency, i.e., their imperfection caused by their apostasy from
Me, could however arrive at the knowledge of Myself, because they recognized themselves as creatures, and therefore
by their ability to think and their free will, could recognize also My will and act accordingly. I created beings to whom I
could make Myself understood despite their distance from Me, which was previously impossible in the situation of the
bound will.
Man was therefore the first earthly creation work that carried within him a fallen Ur-spirit, and he had to try to help the
spirit to return, to its Ur- condition, so as to be able, as a free spiritual, once more to move and to act again in eternal
union with Me.
This was the task for the first created human being, and it remains the task of all men, until the end -- until the complete
spiritualization of all fallen ones.
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The first man did not have a very difficult trial of will. But My adversary, as well, had the right to use his influence for
this trial. And through that influence man failed and deserted Me for the second time.
This was the first fall of man on this earth, the fall of man of which mankind has knowledge even if it knows nothing
about the ancient apostasy of the spiritual from Me. The latter but explains everything, because the first man could not
have fallen if he would have been the first created being out of Me. In that case, he would have been in full possession
of force and light because only perfection can come out of Me. Then no other antiforce could have influenced him. The
reason for Adam's fall is to be found in that former apostasy of the spiritual; consequently in the still immature soul of
man, which was able to stand the test but was not obliged to do so.
Man had the intelligence and the free will, and therefore also the responsibility to care for his soul. Therefore he had to
atone for his guilt. My adversary kept his power over man as the embodied spiritual, which means for every person a
painful earthly existence, connected with fighting and suffering, and with the goal of freeing itself from Lucifer's
domination. It is an aim that can be reached also by man because Jesus Christ came to help mankind, weakened through
the sinfulness of Adam. The redemption is therefore secured for everyone who recognizes HIM as the son of God and
the Redeemer of the world, and follows Him willingly.
The first man could have built the bridge over which all his descendants could then have come to Me. But because he
fell, mankind was obliged to persist in slavery to Satan for a long time -- until the Savior came --- until Jesus Christ
came down to earth to build a bridge to the spiritual realm through His suffering and His death on the cross.
The decision to change his will, which was asked of Lucifer, My first created being, was in no way to be considered a
commandment; it was rather the free decision of the being to turn its will towards one direction or another. But the
direction of its will was founded solely on its desire for power and for monarchy. Inasmuch as it was aware of its issue
out of Me, it believed that it was reigning alone because it did not see Me. This will I did not put into the being I had
created, but the being itself altered the free will which it had received from Me as a gift.
This was the difference between the first fall of Lucifer and the "fall of man"- -- of the first human being. -- because the
latter still carried in himself the misdirected will. Therefore I gave Adam a commandment that he should not transgress - a commandment that he could have kept easily if the anti-spirit had not influenced him. And Satan had therefore such a
strong influence on man because the latter was in fast still a part of him, because Adam' s soul had not yet attained the
perfection which makes a fall impossible. A perfectly created man would be unable to fall; that means, he would not
have been capable of transgressing this commandment. The perfect spiritual in man would have restrained him from
every act that trespasses against the will of God. The creation of man was therefore only the consequence of the fall of
Lucifer and his followers. Indeed, it would not have been necessary for Me to give an outer form as wrapper to the
spiritual called to life by Me.
But the form of man (his body) contained the fallen spiritual. Consequently the man Adam was already burdened with
that ancient sin which, however, he could have thrust off if he would have obeyed My commandment. It would have
been possible for him to discharge the inherited guilt.
His fall delayed the return of the apostatized spirituals to Me for endless time. However, it became possible, through the
redemption work of the man Jesus, who died without a commandment from Me, which is what the man Adam should
have done, namely; to accept completely My will and to unite with Me through a life of love in order to obtain full
possession of light and love force.
AMEN
***
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B.D. 5802, November 5.-9, 1953
ADAM… ORIGINAL SPIRIT… LUCIFER’S TEST… BURSTING THE FORM
Anyone who strives to arrive at the truth leaves all darkness behind him, he will have an explanation for everything, he
will know the correlation between all things, he will recognise that his path leads upwards, that he has found the
connection with God, that he cannot err anymore because God Himself conveys the truth to him. But striving for the
truth means that it first has to be sincerely desired, and then the knowledge he receives…. be it from outside or from
within in the form of thoughts…. has to be accepted with an open heart. For the heart will be willing to either accept or
reject truth and error and thus influence the person accordingly.
Truth has to be aspired to in so far as that the human being’s will has to be actively involved.... it cannot simply be given
to a completely passive person who does not want it himself and who will not take the necessary steps in order to gain it.
For then he will remain in spiritual darkness and not achieve progress. Truth, however, is the ascending path …. Truth
is the spiritual knowledge conveyed to people by God Himself which tries to find a recipient in every human being,
which can be acquired by every person’s will since it can be imparted to people in many different ways…. but it always
has to be desired first. But anyone who has gained the truth no longer lives in darkness, everything is crystal clear to
him, he no longer doubts, for whatever is still unclear will be explained to him when he asks for it providing he turns to
the source of truth…. providing he submits his doubts and questions to God Himself and then awaits God’s answer
through his heart…. The desire for truth, the mental contact with God and his inward listening also ensures him a clear
and truthful answer. You humans should know that no unsolved questions need to exist for you providing you just want
an explanation and present every question to the One Who is truth Himself and Who also wants to impart it to His
children in order to enlighten them, in order to illuminate their path of ascent:
The body of the first-created human being was also an act of creation by My love. I then had to create an external shell
for the fallen spirit once it had worked its way up from the abyss to a point where it was able to undertake its final test of
will in complete freedom…. I had to create forms for all My once created original spirits whose previously dissolved
substances had come together again after an infinitely long period of time and who, therefore, as self-aware beings once
more, were waiting for permission to become active…. Creating the external form of such an original spirit was no
different than the countless many works of creation which had previously arisen…. it was My externalised thought
which, through My will, appeared before Me already completed. But giving life to this created form was only possible
by permeating it with My strength of love….
The originally created spirit, however, was My emanated strength of love…. Hence it only needed to take possession of
the external form in order to turn it into a living being. The spirit was close to its perfection…. and yet far from it
because it lacked final realisation…. because the sin with which it was burdened had completely deprived it of all
knowledge and in this state it needed instruction and commandments…. thus it was to gradually mature into realisation
by complying with these commandments…. A great spiritual battle had taken place earlier because a large number of
fallen original spirits wanted to occupy My first created form…. For they knew that they could only gain access to Me
again in the body of a human being, that they would only be able to gain unimaginable abundance of strength and light
through a test of life in which they were to prove how they would utilise the strength at their disposal…. But I Myself
chose which original spirit should take abode in the first human being…. For only I knew whose opposition to Me had
weakened such that the final test of earthly life could be imposed on him; I knew whose will could have resisted My
adversary’s power. Therefore I chose an original spirit which had once taken a leading position during the spirits’
apostasy…. which was indeed more heavily burdened by sin but which My love very much endeavoured to regain, for
countless beings would likewise have followed it and the redemption would have progressed far more rapidly…. I have
known, in fact, since eternity that this original spirit would fail.... Nevertheless, due to its changed will during the
preliminary stages it was the strongest spirit, thus it was also entitled to be the first to receive the state of free will, and
which therefore offered the best prospects of passing the test of will….
The form of the first human being was.... before this original spirit occupied it, also visible to Lucifer, who certainly
knew that this form was the gate from the kingdom of darkness, from his realm, into My kingdom, into the kingdom of
light…. He also knew that.... if he didn’t want to lose his followers…. he had to use every means to wrest the souls back
from Me during the human being’s approved probationary period, in order to turn the test to his advantage….
My created form was still without life when Lucifer seized it in order to test it by animating it with his spirit…. yet his
untamed spirit burst the form, and he was sure that every spirit banished into this form would burst it and that there
would never be any danger of loss for him….
I allowed this test to happen and then proved to him that his assumption was wrong.... For due to its long process of
development the very spirit which was to embody itself in the human being no longer shared Lucifer’s will, it willingly
occupied the final external form, and since this original spirit was close to its original state it did not consider the
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external form a shackle to prevent the fall into sin…. For it was master over all of creation, it could rule like a lord over
the earth which was at its disposal with every creation…. It had abundant might and strength…. only subordinate to My
might, which only gave it an easy commandment, the obedience to which would have broken any constraint imposed on
it….
And when Lucifer realised this he thought about ways to stop the human being from obeying this commandment, and
since he knew the first human being’s body he tried to make him dislike it by portraying it as a shackle…. by making
freedom from it dependent on transgressing this commandment…. and thus incited the original spirit to inwardly revolt
against Me again for not having given it complete freedom…. It was a deliberate deception which the first human being
could have resisted by merely adhering to My simple commandment…. if he had been satisfied with his possession of
might and strength which made him truly happy until My adversary aroused an impure desire in him…. to be greater
than the One, Who was a perceptible power above him…. of Whom he knew and Whose commandment he nevertheless
disregarded….
The first human being’s fall into sin was therefore a repetition of the original spirit’s first fall. It followed Lucifer and
drew innumerable beings into the abyss with him…. just as all descendants of the first human being were afterwards
also placed into the weak state of sinful people until Jesus Christ came to their rescue, until Jesus Christ acquired the
strength of will on behalf of humanity through His crucifixion, until Jesus Christ opposed Lucifer’s temptations with His
strong will and defeated him….
Nothing could have induced the first-created being, Lucifer, to cover the earthly progress as a human being as long as he
still considered himself lord of the spiritual world which had deserted Me with him, for he himself did not take the
course through matter, through creation, before the creation of the first human being…. As a spiritually tangible spirit he
was volitionally still My strongest opponent, he deemed himself lord over the creation which sheltered the spiritual
substance that belonged to him, although he himself had no influence over it. His inner resistance was still unbroken,
and he would never ever have put up with any coercion, he would never voluntarily have entered a form created by My
will…. because he hated all forms for the spiritual substances, all works of creation, and sought to destroy them….
However, his power over the works of creation had been taken away from him, but then he was granted influence over
the soul when this was to make its free decision again for Me or for him…. He also knew that he was unable to destroy a
form himself once it was inhabited by spiritual beings, and for this reason he inspected the first human being’s form in
advance, for his goal was to induce the original spirit which was to occupy it to destroy its own external form….
because he believed that he would thereby provide it with the freedom which I had taken away from the spirits due to
the works of creation…. He wanted to stop Me from completing the plan of Salvation.
The opposition between Myself and him existed ever since his apostasy and will never be given up by him until he
realises that he is completely powerless, and in profound weakness and humility appeals to Me to give him strength….
For this reason it would have been impossible to give him the first human body as an abode. For his will did not aim for
ascent, whereas the past resistance to Me by the spiritual essence, having passed through creation in the state of
compulsion, had already diminished and it was merely to prove just once more that it had abandoned its opposition to
Me and My strength of love. And Lucifer knew how far this spiritual essence had already distanced itself from him, and
he also knew that there now was a risk of losing it entirely. And since the original spirit embodied in the first human
being had once been his staunch supporter he was particularly interested to bring it to fall…. But he also knew of its
present desire to become free from every physical restraint….
And then I placed a second being at this original spirit’s side, which simultaneously was to support but also help him
with the test of his will. Each one could have supported the other to arrive at the final objective; I did not place the
responsibility on one shoulder alone…. I gave the commandment to both, and both were able to attain the goal
together…. And this second being was used by Lucifer, who recognised its weak will and thereby hoped to achieve his
objective…. The test of will had to be demanded from the first human couple, and in support of this test adverse forces
also had to be active, for Lucifer fought for his living creations too, which he did not want to surrender even though they
belonged to Me as well. His plan succeeded, nevertheless, it did not stop Me from giving countless beings time and
again the opportunity to take on a new form in the human beings of this earth and thus to achieve an ever higher degree
of maturity even if, due to the fall of the first human couple, the gate to the kingdom of light remained closed until the
arrival of Jesus Christ ….
The first sin had delayed but not cancelled the spiritual beings’ redemption, for what the first human being had failed to
do was achieved by the human being Jesus…. He was stronger than My adversary for He availed Himself of My
strength…. He was and stayed in contact with Me through love and voluntarily accomplished what the first human
beings did not fulfil as a commandment…. He completely subordinated Himself to My will and proved His devotion to
Me through His suffering and death on the cross.... He knew of the original sin and the first human beings’ repeated
guilt, and in order to cancel this guilt, in order to redeem humankind, He offered to bring Me a sacrifice, which was
satisfactory to Me…. a sacrifice, which opened the gate to the spiritual kingdom again, the path to Me, and now enables
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all My living beings who acknowledge Him as Son of God and Redeemer of the world to become blissfully happy once
more. AMEN
***
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B.D. 5967, May 28.-29, 1954
HEREDITARY SIN
Questions, which you would like to have answered, will have to arise in you time and again, then I can enlighten you as
soon as you contact Me in heartfelt prayer and listen to what I say to you …. by regarding your emerging thoughts as
My reply, if you are not addressed by Me directly through the voice of the spirit. Your desire and appeal to Me will
ensure your correct thinking.... yet without Me you will not recognise the truth, without Me your endeavour for
enlightenment will be futile, since without Me you will only have misguided thoughts which the powers from below
will be able to convey to you…. precisely because you evade Me, Who is the provider of truth…. And thus listen to the
following:
As long as you are not perfect you can only receive explanations in a descriptive manner …. You would never be able
to understand the infinite profundity of divine wisdom, you would never understand the reasons for My reign and
activity, since your imperfection also means inadequate power of perception, and thus you are unable to find an
explanation by virtue of your intelligence…. but you will be able to receive it in a flash as soon as you are permeated
by the light of My love in the spiritual kingdom. On earth you will need to receive descriptive clarification, the
processes that took place in My creation can only be described to you in line with your ability of comprehension…. And
thus the spiritual processes in the hearts of the first people can only be intelligibly explained to you along the lines of
earthly processes which, however, are but a faint comparison…. simply because you are still weak in spirit yourselves
…. You humans are constrained by laws of nature because total freedom, which you forfeited through your past
apostasy, first has to be regained by you during your earthly life…. For that reason I imposed a limit on the first human
beings’ will because I first wanted them to realise that they were subject to a Power and that they should voluntarily
submit to this Power…. in order to then have their final freedom bestowed onto them. In the past they refused to
acknowledge Me, which was the first sin, their opposition to Me from Whom they had originated.... Only voluntary
acknowledgment could cancel this sin again. And I wanted to obtain this acknowledgment of Myself when I brought the
whole of creation into being. As a result, the first human beings were endowed such that they could in fact recognise Me
but were not compelled to do so…. And therefore free will had to make a choice which, again, should be tested against
‘temptation’ ….
People had to see something they desired, while a prohibition and an enticement at the same time had to prompt them
into a decision of will …. but, understandably, the enticement had to be linked to a promise, which they were then
supposed to resist…. The prohibition and the enticement ensued from two sides.... since they involved the return of the
fallen spirits to Me and their stay with My adversary, i.e., My created spirits achievement of their goal or their fall into
the abyss again…. Consequently, the people had to have the desire within themselves and be offered the opportunity to
satisfy this desire…. or to overcome it for the sake of a far higher goal: for eternal bliss with Me, which surpassed this
earthly fulfilment of desire a thousand fold. Since regaining the deserted spiritual beings was a battle between Me and
My adversary he also had to have the opportunity to influence these beings’ will…. only that he feigned illusive values
and illusive happiness so that people should forfeit true happiness and a blissful life in eternity…. I knew of this
temptation and therefore gave the first people a commandment with a simultaneous warning of eternal death.... This
warning should have sufficed in stifling every desire in the people in order not to die…. And My adversary convinced
them of the contrary…. he promised them life…. But they recognised Me as the supreme Power and yet followed the
lie…. and thereby brought death into the world…. But what was it that made their desire so powerful that they
succumbed to it?....
They lived a blissful life in paradise, they were masters over all created things; everything was subject to their will and
they felt happy in full possession of strength and power. And as long as this love was intended for Me and the partner
there was no danger either that the test of will would fail.
But My adversary knew how to turn this love in the wrong direction…. He reversed it into selfish love by making false
promises to them and thus kindling their desire to obtain happiness for themselves…. Their love became craving, selfish
and low, and thereby they once again handed themselves over to the power of the one from whom they should and could
have delivered themselves had they valued My commandment more than their desire.
You humans ought to understand..... that the time for Me to bless the first human couple had not yet come.... Therefore
they became sinful.... for nothing is sinful that fits in with My plan of creation, nothing can be a sin that happens in
lawful order.... and the process of procreation can never be against the order ordained by God. Yet the satisfaction of
the senses without the will to bring forth life is no act of divine love, but it is selfish love kindled by My adversary
which draws the human being down and totally submits him to his control…. The first human beings had fallen victim
to this wrong love, and this wrong love was the sin, which in turn related to the original sin of arrogance…. which did
not want to give itself but possess everything, which was the inheritance of its maker…. but which has nothing in
common with divine love….
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Divine love rests as a spark in your hearts and can ignite itself into brightest radiance. But My adversary’s goal was and
is to reverse this love, and he has succeeded in doing so. What was pure and divine became soiled and changed into a
love of self, which no longer merits the concept of ‘love’ and can only be called lust, selfishness and love of self, and
which is also capable of doing whatever My adversary wants you to do…. And thus the act of procreation became a
means for My adversary to turn countless souls towards him, which would never have been possible had it taken place
with My blessing…. where the divine love of giving and bestowing happiness should find its culmination in the
emergence of a new life…. Hence the original sin consisted of the abandonment of pure divine love for the sake of
impure selfish love….
The divine spark in the human being was extinguished through satanic influence and replaced by a fire which destroyed
everything that was noble and pure…. The senses became aroused and were driven into utmost greed, which in no way
corresponded to My act of creation.... yet for the sake of My adversary’s and My created beings’ freedom of will it was
not prevented…. since it is still up to the will of each individual person to resist this temptation by Satan…. The original
sin was therefore not the act of procreation but the voluntarily ignited wrong and sinful love induced by Satan …. A
happiness giving act of creation in the divine sense was reduced to a game of unclean spirits…. My adversary was
permitted to take part in an act where I Myself wanted to be present in people with My blessing in order to increase the
pure, divine love in them, so that it should also flow into the then begotten beings. And thus a new human generation
would have arisen which would have found its way back to Me in increasingly brighter light without suffering and pain,
which would soon have liberated itself through love, because it had to recognise Me Myself where love shines forth ….
The first human beings could have passed this test of will.... but since I was struggling with My adversary for the human
souls I could not prevent him from using means which would ensure his victory. For it involved My created beings’
return in completely free will.... which, however, had failed and resulted in a fate for the whole human race from which
it could not free itself anymore…. Until a human being in pure divine love achieved the act…. which redeemed all of
humanity and opened the path of ascent again…. For love is victorious and will not rest until even the last fallen being
has found the way back to Me.
AMEN
***
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B.D. 6295, June 26, 1955
DEVELOPMENT OF THE EARTH - PRE-ADAMITES
You can come to ME in confidence with all your questions and I will answer them as is necessary for you. You can only
receive a little knowledge, but what I give you is enough to provide you with a glimpse into MY everlasting Plan of
Salvation. The knowledge I supply is enough to enable you to teach other people. It is enough to reveal to you MY
Love, Wisdom and Power.
The more you progress the more I increase your wisdom, and the better able you are to receive MY Light and Power.
MY goal is that you become perfect as you were in the beginning. For this purpose you need deeper insight and a special
knowledge about your purpose and MY Being, MY Kingdom and MY workings.
You needed a very long time to come out of the depths to the heights, enabling you to become a human being.
Consequently an extremely long time was needed before your development as a human being could take place. Upward
development must take place in the described order. No period of development could be left out at will. Every phase
must take place according to MY everlasting Plan. Suitable creations were needed for this upwards development, which
has become for you the concept of "Pre-historic" time with only limited results. It took eternities for the slow
development of all the spirituality and the creations as you see them now. Eternities are certainly the right word for it.
Concept of time as we know it only began when the creature, "Man", was called into being by ME. Before that living
beings on earth were not endowed to the extent that they could think and act independently. They also did not live with
self-awareness nor did they have any conception of the past, present and future. Only a being that is equipped with
intellect can be called a "Man" and live according to this concept. Only from that time on can you speak of a conscious
development up- wards, in which fallen spirits are given the possibility to return to ME again. The creation of Man was
the beginning of a redemption period where free will came into effect, not compulsion by ME as in pre-historic times. In
that period everything took place in lawful order, and the upward progress of the soul was the irrevocable result.
Now you will ask the question: how long did the human beings live on earth, meaning "Man" with intellects capable of
deciding for themselves as you see man today. The first man who could take responsibility for his thoughts and actions
was Adam, while there were manlike beings before Adam on all parts of the globe. They already performed many
things, which could be considered human thinking, but all their actions were instinctive, but could not be called
responsible for their actions. They helped to set the spirituals free, which could not embody themselves. They also
served to make ready a place for people suitable for man to go through the last test of his will.
These man-like beings were physically much like the form I held ready for Adam. The time came for the primal fallen
spirits to be given back their free will, and to finally become free from the human form. Again and again the pre-historic
creations gave spirituals further development in their bound condition. And for this, spirituals, the time came that they
could decide for themselves.
That was the beginning of the redemption time, which is of such great importance for you. Now the intellect and free
will can be used while the being lives consciously. The beginning of this period all took place so long ago you cannot
imagine it. In MY Will I am revealing to you the most important periods with their happenings. These are divided into
easily understood phases but they are unimportant for your development. The endless number of fallen spirits takes an
endlessly long time of upwards development. Therefore the pre-historic time cannot be estimated, for the embodiment of
souls, as man has to take place in such a large scale that it will take eternities. It is not possible for you through research
to determine the beginning of this period, although it is in man's nature as long as he is imperfect, to try to limit
everything.
Man tries to limit everything to what he has observed through history. However, he will not admit there is a limit set for
the time, which lies ahead of him. So man does not reject a "beginning" but an ending for them seems impossible. The
former is unimportant, but the latter is so extremely important that man should direct his whole attention to what is
ahead of him. This period of salvation has an end, as did so many before that.
However, MY Plan of Salvation stands forever. There is never an end to the work of redemption…. because the endless
number of fallen spirits need an endless time for their return. I offer them again and again the possibility to strive
upwards out of the depths to the Light, to ME, from Whom they once came. AMEN
***
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B.D. 6591, September 7, 1956
KNOWLEDGE OF THE PRE-DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOUL
The knowledge of the path your soul has gone before your incarnation as a human being is significant in this end-time,
for all who go carelessly through this earthly life, those who are not conscious of their responsibility. It can explain to
them much that was previously not clear to them. It is true, people will not accept this knowledge, but still it may open
to them a new point of view as how to look at their existence. It can be for them a revelation of things, which until now
were unexplainable. It can urge them to think and make them uncomfortable when they think of later life, helping them
not to doubt the truth of this knowledge. A thinking man cannot just reject it without consideration, though only few will
accept it. But before the end it can bring many to their senses, and cause them to change their attitude toward GOD.
To proclaim this knowledge is one of the means GOD uses, in HIS Love, so that people can take a look into HIS
everlasting plan, because with the end of this period of redemption the gates to the Kingdom hereafter will be closed.
Then there are only two possibilities of a further existence, namely: as a human being on the new earth, or as dissolved
spirituality to be banished in the creation.
Previously this knowledge was not essential and the soul could still mature in the beyond, having sufficient time to
mature, but in the end-time lack that opportunity, therefore will GOD help them in other ways to reach the degree of
maturity, which rules out banishment in hard matter. Many who are searching for spiritual things are given an insight
into GOD's Plan of Salvation, mostly to benefit their own maturity, but also to teach others who are seeking for
knowledge, whose petitions GOD will answer.
However, in this end-time this knowledge must be spread among people as a warning. Even though the remembrance of
former stages is taken away, to believe in an exceedingly long path of the soul previous to incarnation will awaken in
them a feeling, of responsibility. Also, the unbelieving can still begin to think about his life's walk. This knowledge can
occupy his mind as a silent warning.
Besides, such explanations can fill emptiness for people, and they will be more willing to accept it, because the plan and
purpose of creation will become meaningful to them. But this is only for people who will think, and who will believe,
and want a logical reason for their belief. To such people GOD throws a lifeline, which can bring them to safe ground
where they will find the way to come to knowledge. He will bring the knowledge of HIS Plan of Salvation and the
endless long path of development of the soul only where needed, because not all people have need of this knowledge.
GOD knows the thoughts and doubts of every person and HE will give them the answer to dispel their doubts. But
nothing that HE undertakes will be without meaning or purpose. And the knowledge HE sends to Earth, HE considers of
great significance. AMEN
***
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B.D. 6852, June 15, 1957
‘IN THE BEGINNING WAS THE WORD…’ (John 1:1)
In the beginning was the Word and the Word will exist for all eternity. The Word is the emanation of My love; it is My
connection with every creation which, being conscious of its identity, desires to unite with Me…. Because only this
desire, the will to hear Me, will result in a being’s ability to feel touched by the Word’s inherent strength of love. The
Word provides the being with evidence of another being, Which thus speaks to it…. The Word emanated from Me when
essence of being from within Myself entered into life. I gave the essence of being the ability to perceive something
within itself which penetrated it as Word…. as a formulated thought…. and which demonstrated the presence of a
second being wishing to communicate….
Only the ‘created’ being needed My Word and therefore it is said ‘In the beginning was the Word’…. I Myself exist
eternally, but as long as no other spiritual being but Myself existed it was not necessary to pronounce My Word:
however, I intended to speak to the created spiritual being in order to intensify its bliss. It was unable to see Me but I
wanted it to hear Me, it should be able to share My thoughts, which therefore sounded as ‘Words’ within itself and
which, in turn, stimulated the spiritual being itself to think, to freely use its mental capacity and its will…. because I had
externalised the being to be independent, but it should also be able to stay in constant contact with Me through the
exchange of thoughts, which expressed themselves through ‘the Word’. I was filled with love beyond description when I
created beings in the image of Myself and the urge to impart Myself to these beings motivated Me to speak to them and
tell them of My love for them. In so doing they themselves also felt the bond with the Being, Which loved them in
abundance.... Thus My love flowed into these beings in the form of My Word, and they too were able to respond to My
love for they were the products of My love, therefore they were ‘love’ themselves in their fundamental nature…. They
could also understand and reply to My Word. They were equally capable of communicating with each other by way of
the Word.... but this always consisted of the thoughts which first flowed from Me to them in form of My Word…. For
the Word came forth from Me, since I Myself Am the Word of eternity…. the all-creative strength, Which is love in
Itself.
And the Word will exist eternally.... I Am eternal…. The Word had a beginning but it will remain forever because My
created spiritual essence cannot cease to exist. Hence I will eternally speak to and thereby delight this spiritual being,
just as the strength of My love will flow to the spiritual being thereby touching and delighting it in form of My Word. I
Myself Am the Word, and I give evidence of Myself to My living creations by way of the Word. They can hear Me even
if they are unable to see Me, and they can feel that I Myself speak to them.... their God and Creator of eternity, Whose
infinite Fatherly love expresses itself in a way which verifies a link between the Creator and the creation, between the
Father and His child. And the Word will sound for all eternity because the love for the creation cannot cease, and
consequently the creation will also always experience this love….
I will always speak to My children, I will pronounce My Word throughout infinity, I will not just speak to the spiritual
beings of light but I will also speak to people on earth, who know little as yet about the infinite love of the Father for His
children…. In that case I will make use of a person who joins Me voluntarily and therefore serves Me as an
instrument…. For all people shall know that I exist, and they shall also have proof of it in form of My Word, the
outstanding divine emanation of love…. However, whether they allow themselves to be addressed by Me, whether My
Word touches their hearts, is only ever the result of good will, which I do not want to gain by force…. But anyone of
good will shall also recognise Me Myself in the Word, and anyone consciously allowing himself to be addressed by Me
has also received My illumination of love which will never be without effect…. And blessed is he who consciously
allows himself to be spoken to by Me.... For he will enter the sphere of My love voluntarily, and then My love will
constantly flow to him, and he will achieve the state again when he will hear Me always and forever because he has
sincerely united with Me once again.
AMEN
***
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B.D. 6930, September 29, 1957
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOUL BEFORE INCARNATION AS MAN
You have gone through the most diverse forms. Your real I, your soul, had to go a long path of development before it
could incarnate in a human body. This way of development was through the entire creation.
The soul must be dissolved into countless individual substances to pass through the creations proceeding slowly in its
upward development. They had to again and again take on new forms when the different particles had gathered together.
The countless creations contribute to the maturing of all these soul substances until at last all particles join together and
as a human soul may incarnate in their last form, the human body, and enliven it. All of you went through this phase of
development because the separation from GOD, since your original sin of apostasy was so great that your soul could
never get over that because of its powerless condition, caused by the fall. Your soul must first be brought to life.
But that life could not be given to the being that became sinful, it must strive for it through serving. However, that being
would never serve in free will because GOD's adversary, whom it once followed into the abyss, would prevent that. But
it cannot be subjected to death forever; it must be given the opportunity to come to life. GOD took those apostate
spirituals away from HIS opponent and made them useful to HIMSELF. HE gave each creation its task according to the
laws of nature, leaving the apostate one in a "state of compulsion" to fulfill its purpose. Consequently, it must serve to
obtain again, even after a very long time, a little life to enable it to progress steadily toward a higher activity.
MY activation power flowed out of ME to all beings that emanated from MY Love. But the beings that joined the
opponent resisted the flow of GOD's Love required for their life and activity. Therefore they fell into a state of
lifelessness. If they had left to themselves they would never have come to life again, because they were powerless
through their fall into the depths.
So GOD called a work into being, which at first excluded the free will of the beings who are not placed under HIS Will
in the state of "compulsion" to fulfill their purpose according to the law of nature which HE assigned to each creation.
HIS plan was to slowly bring to life what was lifeless, to give it the possibility of being active again.
So they were all joined into creations as tiny particles, and obliged to be active. They were bound in the creations not
able to resist, and obliged to serve. Through this they could reach a degree of development, which gave them everincreasing freedom, finally receiving the state of free will. Through free will they could freely decide to strive upwards
or choose the depths. GOD indeed will help these beings upwards, but HE does not force them if their desire is for the
depths. This decision takes place in the last stage of development; when the soul is incarnated and once again able to use
its free will to its own discretion. So men should acknowledge the great mercy shown in the former path of evolution
and make the best use of their earthly life. He must prove himself worthy and have the desire that this last period will
bring him to his goal. He must strive for his perfection and prove his belonging to GOD. He must do everything not to
fall into the hands of the one from who GOD's Love has helped him to become free, through this ever so long time of
pre-development.
He should not live this life carelessly but must continually think about its spiritual purpose, to be loosened from every
bondage, bringing restored union with GOD, in Light, strength and Blessedness.
For this reason your earthly life is given to you, that your soul may be set free from the fetters with which you were
bound by GOD's opponent from the beginning. But you were guilty. Therefore, you must do your part to gain this
freedom and everlasting life. AMEN
***
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B.D. 7082, April 3, 1958
FALL OF THE SPIRITS… FACULTY OF THOUGHT… LUCIFER’S FALL
It is far easier to familiarise you with the spiritual correlations which explain your own existence than to impart the right
understanding to you about spiritual events which took place when I gave life to all of you as spiritual beings. The
foundation of My plan of Salvation was only the outcome of prior events in the kingdom of the spirits.... And to
comprehend this occurrence requires an abundance of light first which you do not yet possess as human beings on earth,
even if you endeavour to live in accordance with My will…. Yet these spiritual events were essential for the free
decision of will, which all beings that emerged from My love had to pass in order to attain highest perfection: as freeworking beings to be independent of My will and yet to think, want and act with the same will as My own. And this free
decision of will also required the necessary prerequisites.... The being had to be able to fall into the abyss, just as,
alternatively, it had to be able to reach the highest pinnacle…. As soon as an upper or lower limit had been set for the
being, its was no longer free either. And thus this freely evolving will was, in turn, the result of thinking.... the thought,
however, was an expression of strength by Me which I transmitted to the being…. which then stimulated the being into
forming its own opinion about it.
Hence, the being’s own ‘faculty of thought’ consisted of processing a received mental illumination, thus to more or less
deliberate the thought, or the being would have remained merely My ‘work’ if My thought inevitably had caused it to
think the same…. But I wanted to externalise completely free living beings and therefore endowed them with the ability
to make their own judgment which, however, had the potential to evolve in different directions.
It would never ever have been possible for Lucifer to desert Me had he not possessed this faculty. In that case, however,
he would not have been a free spirit either but always just a puppet and entirely subject to My will. Thus I had to
completely isolate this as well as all subsequent beings from Me, they had to be able to enjoy utter freedom and not be
restricted in any way. Consequently, they also had to be able to evaluate the transmitted thoughts positively or
negatively …. that is, the being itself was able to carry out what these thoughts motivated it to do in full agreement with
Me, thus with the same will as Mine …. But likewise it was able to ‘think differently’, thus by virtue of its faculty of
thought also able to come to different conclusions. This, however, only happened when it no longer considered this
‘faculty of thought’ as a gift from Me but as its own product, and this erroneous self-confidence resulted in clouding its
realisation. Every spiritual being was indeed externalised by Me as an independent entity but its fundamental nature was
love, and thus this love also had to look for the bond with Me, because love strives towards love…. And for that time its
will also completely concurred with Mine. But any easing of the bond with Me also showed itself in the deviation of the
being’s will from Mine, and this, in turn, resulted in using the faculty of thought in the wrong direction, because it has to
be able to ponder every thought in all directions or the will would not be free…. which is not to say that a wrong thought
flowed from Me Myself to the being….
The first being, Lucifer, was brightly illuminated.... and he was able to communicate with Me but also able to direct his
thoughts wrongly; nevertheless, he would always have had the opportunity to submit his wrong thoughts to Me so that I
could have been able to answer him. But it was precisely these wrong thoughts he believed he could hide from Me,
which was already a lessening of his love and thus resulted in a lessening of light too. And thus, one of his first wrong
thoughts also included doubts about My power because he was unable to see Me…. The realisation that he himself
would have ceased to exist in the face of My excessively brightly radiating primal light did not stop his desire. He
refused to accept this awareness and found his own explanation for it in My ‘powerlessness’…. which in turn was a
thought which already demonstrated that he had considerably loosened his bond with Me by the time this thought
emerged in him. To the same extent as he began to doubt My power his own consciousness of strength grew, and then
one wrong thought followed another…. his will no longer agreed with Mine, his love began to wane, and he increasingly
closed himself to the flow of My love’s strength…. because by now he had also lost the realisation of the fact that he,
too, had to be nourished by My strength first in order to be creatively active.
Yet for the sake of My intended goal: - to guide the beings which had emerged from him and Me into highest
beatitude…. I did not stop any of the beings, not even My first-created bearer of light, from using their will
incorrectly…. I did not stop any being from using the faculty of thought wrongly. For I externalised all of them as free
beings, and the beings’ greatest beatitude also consists of creating and working in utmost freedom. And that also
necessitates absolute alignment to My will without any coercion. But if no being had been able to think and want other
than in accordance with My will, then the being would not have had free will either which, however, irrevocably
belonged to a divinely perfected being…. And I can only speak of My living creations as ‘My children’ when they have
completely voluntarily entered into My will, and only then are they granted beatitude which presupposes highest
perfection. And this perfection could not be bestowed upon My beings by Me but it has to be acquired by every created
being of its own free will.
AMEN

***
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B.D. 7136, June 1, 1958
UR-SIN AND SIGNIFICANCE OF REDEMPTION-WORK
And so I will always remind you that I died for you on the cross. I will remind all you people on Earth and all
unredeemed souls in the beyond. I will bring it again and again to their remembrance. I must inform you about it if you
are yet unaware of it, because you must not remain ignorant if you should ever want to reach Blissfulness.
Of what use is it to humanity to know about the "Man Jesus" who ended his earthly existence with the death on the
cross, if you ignore the spiritual meaning of his death on the cross and the mission that Jesus accomplished for the sake
of the sinners?
And even if it will be told to you: He redeemed humanity from sin - you will not find any connection; only words whose
meaning you don't understand remain with you.
And as long as you do not know the purpose of man's existence on this Earth, you will not be able to understand why
mankind is called sinful - even though none of you is free of sin. But the real importance of the Redemption- Work
through Jesus Christ will become obvious when you know about the ur-sin, which is the cause of your pilgrimage on
Earth.
This sin cannot be compared in its enormity with the sinfulness of man, even if the latter is only the consequence of the
first. For whatever sins a person commits on Earth, he would be able to repent for them on Earth, or in the beyond;
however, even for this repentance, very much time would be necessary".
But to repent the UR-SIN is impossible for you people, either during your Earth-life or in the beyond. For this ur- sin
was not committed by a being that was already imperfect, but by beings of "highest perfection", who were not in need of
light of knowledge, but who let themselves be controlled by the thought: "to be able to overwhelm ME"; therefore they
became arrogant in their fullness of Light and Force.
This sin cannot be atoned for by men, because it is im- measurably great, and eternity would not suffice to free them
from that guilt.
Through this sin, these beings fell into the abyss, which means that they lost Light and Force; they turned, so to speak,
into the opposite - they lost all divine traits and accepted instead all bad qualities and drives. They became My
opponents - until their spiritual substance hardened to such a degree that they were no longer able to be conscious of
their on being.
And this hardened spiritual I banished in the Form; in other words, I dissolved it into countless spiritual particles and
created those into an unending number of Creation-Works, which My Love, Wisdom and Might produced only for the
purpose of guiding those fallen spirituals back again to ME. They were ordained to Blissfulness which they can only
find with ME.
This passing through the Creation indeed is also an act of repentance for that immeasurable guilt, but it happens in a
state of compulsion - in bound will - and therefore cannot be valued as payment for that guilt. The being must once more
revert to the condition where it voluntarily desires to get rid of its guilt; when the knowledge can be imparted that it has
trespassed - but that there exists nevertheless a way to be set free from this great guilt. It must know that this way is the
way to the cross: that to be free of the ur-guilt is possible only through the acceptance of the divine Redeemer and His
Work of Redemption - and that this way to the cross must be walked during one's life on Earth, so that after the bodily
death, one can be accepted again into the realm of Light which is the true home of man.
Also in the beyond, the souls are informed about My Work of Redemption, and there, too, they can still take the way to
ME in Jesus Christ. But they can no longer reach this high grade of perfection, which they may have reached on Earth
through the acceptance of JESUS as Son of God and Redeemer of the world, in WHOM I MYSELF incorporated to find
their recognition which they once denied to ME.
You humans must know about the great significance of this Redemption-Work: You must not mention the name of
JESUS only as the name of a man that once walked over the Earth with high ethical aims. It was a significant mission
for which HE dwelt on Earth, and this, you should try to learn about, as long as there is any obscurity in you. For it
depends upon your comprehension and good will whether your walk on Earth is terminated successfully and whether the
Kingdom that is truly your homeland will accept you again. AMEN
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B.D. 7259, January 18, 1959
PRE-DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOUL
It is difficult to convince you of the long path you have covered before you reached your existence as Man. It is difficult
because this knowledge is not recorded in the gospel, which is the foundation of each church organization. But GOD
knows why HE did not include this knowledge in the Bible. He instructed HIS disciples not to spread this knowledge.
Although the disciples were well instructed in this, HE gave them only the task to proclaim the Divine teaching of Love.
The gospel they were to bring to their fellowman was the commandment of Love to GOD and their neighbor, which
CHRIST proclaimed when on Earth. Each one who takes this teaching of Love seriously will come to a deeper
knowledge and will know about the long stage of development of the soul, who needs only to endure the last test of will
here on Earth.
Truly, the law of Love is the most important requirement. No knowledge will be of any use for those who do not live a
life of Love, because then it would only be a matter of misunderstood intellectual thinking. Because Love is the key to
knowledge and without Love everything will be misunderstood, which is evident in the present time. This knowledge
will not be accepted. As long as Love does not enlighten men's thinking it will not be acknowledged. Everyone who is
willing to Love will think about it and not reject it.
You may ask why such knowledge was not brought to mankind sooner, why it is not mentioned in the Bible. The answer
is, that this knowledge has value only when Love is awakened in the people. Therefore each loving person will be led
into deeper knowledge at the right time. Since mankind lives near the end, they should live more responsibly. The
knowledge about the previous development period of the soul might deepen the responsibility in people. In view of the
nearing end this is very important. Also people who still do not believe could begin to think about it and so be urged to
change their way of living. On the other hand this knowledge is not necessary when man live according to GOD's Will.
In such case he will receive it in a split second on entering the beyond.
He will clearly acknowledge what seemed unacceptable or was foreign to him on Earth. But in this end-time GOD will
do everything possible to make it easy for men to reach their goal. People will be told the task in their earthly life and
the significance of fulfilling their task. Therefore in this end-time the people will be told about the previous stage of
development, although without proof. However, everyone can obtain this proof when they live a life of Love, which will
give them a bright Light, making them capable of seeing spiritually.
Men would then be able to see the spiritual activity in different works of creation. He would observe the life of animals
and the plant world differently, and would not doubt he has gone through all those pre-development stages.
Indeed, to understand this, a higher degree of Love is needed; therefore the teaching of Divine Love is required. In other
words: the degree of knowledge and insight which man obtained on Earth depends on the fulfilling of the commandment
of Love. Love is absolutely necessary. People do not need to be knowledgeable because they will suddenly be in the
brightest Light, if they have lived a life of Love on Earth. Therefore, you do not have to wonder why the gospel has not
mentioned this openly, although you can find it hidden in it.
The Word of GOD has different meanings, which only men who live a life of Love can understand. Men can find many
scriptures, which point to the previous life of man in the creations of the Earth. A man, who loves will always try to
bring this knowledge to his fellowman. AMEN
***
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B.D. 7380, July 7, 1959
THE BEING’S RE-TRANSFORMATION
You should not forget that the Eternal Love brought you to life, that therefore your fundamental nature was love as I Am
Myself and that you must revert to your fundamental nature again from which you had distanced yourselves, i.e., you
had changed yourselves into the opposite. And this re-transformation into love must take place again, for you cannot
remain separate from Me forever, hence My activity and reign will always aim to return you to the state you were in at
the beginning. My nature is love, only love could have emanated from Me and as a spiritual being be likewise destined
to be active in love. But then it also had to work in My will, and as long as this was so the beings were also intimately
connected to Me, they were constantly permeated by the strength of My love and thus the beings were like Me. Yet they
did not remain that way.... they turned their will against Me and used the strength of love flowing to them to act in
opposition to My will. They gradually distanced themselves from Me, and every distance also signifies a weaker flow of
strength, which became ever less because the beings in arrogance and wrong thinking rejected it themselves. For as a
result of their resistance they also lost the light of realisation, they fell into the abyss where the darkness engulfing them
became ever thicker until their spiritual substance hardened and they became solid substance, which only My will
changed again by forming them into creations in which they could give up their resistance.
Hence they must endure a state wherein they remain in complete weakness so that they can be awakened to life again
one day, and in accordance with My will therefore animate creations in which the slow process of maturing takes place.
This is the stage of the ‘bound’ will where only My will applies and thus the being fulfils its task in the state of
compulsion until it has reached the maturity when it can receive its free will again. For one day it has to be demonstrated
again that you came forth from ‘love’. And one day love has to flare up in you and urge towards Me again, one day you
must voluntarily request the strength of love from Me and through a life of love unite with Me once more, which ought
to happen during your lifetime on earth. But then the process of reintegration will have been accomplished, then the
being which, according to My will, was once created by My love will have voluntarily returned to the state of adopting
its fundamental nature again and of its own free will become as perfect as it was once created by My will…. Then the
work I planned by creating you will have been accomplished, to turn you into My children whom I was unable to create
on account of free will, instead, every being has to achieve this itself but then it will also be infinitely happy in eternity.
AMEN
***
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B.D. 7413, September 20.-21, 1959
STAGE OF SELF-AWARENESS
You humans are conscious of your Self.... And this is the indication that you are intelligent beings, i.e., that you are able
to think and are therefore beings who came forth from God, created in His image and therefore also aware of yourselves.
But from this time until your present life on earth you spent an infinitely long time deprived of your self-awareness, a
time, when you indeed also animated the works of creations as something spiritually tangible but this spiritual substance
was not conscious of itself because it only ever passed through these works of creation as a small component of a once
self-aware being. Only after all the small parts had come together again the being embodied itself as a human being and
then also entered the stage of self-awareness once again, in which it now has to accomplish a task.
Hence, as a human being it carries a certain amount of responsibility for its development because it is intellectually
capable of recognising the pros and cons of everyday life, thus it is able to assess the effects of its conduct on the human
being’s real Self…. the soul. As long as the being was not aware of itself during the preliminary stages it did not have to
shoulder responsibility either, and it was subject to the law of compulsion…. it implemented what God’s will had
assigned it to do. It behaved according to instinct, i.e. it was guided by spiritual intelligences which influenced the
spiritual substance within the works of creation such that it performed the activity it was destined to do.
This, however, is different in the stage of a human being when it has self-determination, when it thinks and acts, when,
as a self-aware being, it has complete freedom of thought, will and action…. And now it should consciously think, want
and behave in accordance with God’s will, it is no longer determined by God’s will but its own will should decide and
always in view of self-awareness, for the human being perceives himself as the determining factor, he is aware of
himself…. He is no longer subject to unknown influence but chooses the direction of his will according to his own
liking, and he also knows that he will have to be answerable to how he directs it.
This differentiates the human being from the animal, which is already far advanced in its development but which, until
its final incarnation as a human being, will always remain a being that is subject to the law of compulsion and incapable
of self-determination, irrespective of how intelligent it appears to be. It has not yet regained its self-awareness and
therefore not reached the final stage of embodiment either. But it will reach the final stage, for every soul will sooner or
later accept its path of earthly life when it embodies itself as a human being and is conscious of its ego.
But the fact that the human being is a self-aware being should also make him conclude that his Creator and Designer, his
God of eternity, cannot be an intangible spirit but that He, as the supremely perfect Being, is equally intelligent and has
free will otherwise living creations which demonstrate such evidence of divinity could not have emerged from Him. For
from the human being.... the created…. it is also possible to infer to God, the Creator. The highest Being has to be selfaware too, just like the human being is self-aware, only to the highest perfection, because the human being is still
undeniably an imperfect being. But, despite his imperfection, he has self-awareness and only this renders the human
being a divine being, which was created in His image and shall become as perfect again as it once was when it had come
forth from God.
‘Consciousness of Self’ is the greatest miracle of the work of creation ‘Man’…. People should consider the fact that
they would live an empty life without this self-awareness, which gives every person his personal hallmark in the first
place: to recognise himself as an intelligent being and to be able to make his own free decisions, because the human
being is able to think about himself and integrate into the framework of creation in awareness of his ego…. in awareness
of determining for himself what his ‘ego’ wants…. Self-awareness is an obvious mark of Divinity, for it is a sign of
belonging to a kindred Being Which brought him into being…. even if the being as a person is a mere distortion of what
God once created…. but he received his self-awareness and therefore is also able to shape himself again into the original
being he was in the beginning. In the stage as a human being.... in the stage of self-awareness…. the being is able to
achieve whatever it wants, even if God now and then restricts its opportunity of implementation, but it is capable of
planning and thinking, always being its own starting point, always experiencing itself in the centre of all happening
because it knows it exists and will not lose this consciousness again either. For this reason, however, it will also be held
to account one day in regards to how it dealt in earthly life with the great blessing of knowing that it is a self-aware
being which was designed by a Creator in order to be able to recognise itself and to voluntarily establish the right kind
of relationship with its Creator….
The faculty of thought belongs to self-awareness and only this can yield the right kind of fruit, but free will always has
to be active too, which equally belongs to a divine living creation…. And this free will has to utilise all divine gifts
properly, then the being will take the right path during its earthly life as a human being which will, without fail, lead to a
retransformation and it will return into its Father’s house in all perfection, just as it once had come forth from there.
AMEN
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B.D. 7569, April 5, 1960
SELF-AWARENESS OF THE UR-SPIRIT
Every Ur-spirit will be again conscious of its "I" when it walks as man over the Earth and recognizes itself as man. Then
all soul particles that were once dissolved are again brought together for the purpose of being guided through Creation in
the return process. And then the being is able to attain the grade of maturity that it once possessed at the Ur-beginning as
Created Spirit, that it had given up and must now again attain in order to be able to enter into the realm of Light as a
perfect Spirit.
And thus every human being is an embodied Ur-spirit, a Creation product of My never ending Love, a former fallen
being that moved away from ME in free-will and now has to return to ME in the same freedom of will. But man does
not possess this knowledge of what he was, what he is and what he should become again. He must reach a certain state
of maturity before this knowledge can be given to him, so that it is understandable to him.
He indeed recognizes himself as man but not as a spiritual entity that has to fulfill its destiny. And as he recognizes
himself only as man who moves in the earthly world, thus his thoughts are also directed towards the world. And this is
mostly a hindrance for the spiritual cognition that he will have only when he returns away from the world and turns
towards the realm of the spirit.
Then it is possible to convey to him the knowledge about his true destiny, and then he can accept it in free-will and
adjust to it, which will certainly further his spiritual maturity. Once he has accepted, he will be gladdened by the thought
and the certainty of belonging to those Ur- spirits who I had put outside of ME as Creatures, and who return to ME as
Children and as men are close to their perfection.
And it is only necessary that the will of man is good. This alone directs it towards ME, because man longs for his GOD
and Creator, and this will is then already the right decision; it is the passing of the will-trial that is imposed on the Urspirit as man on Earth. The existence on this Earth is not of long duration, but it can be sufficient for man to spiritualize
himself completely, to reach a grade that makes him GOD' s Child i.e. to place the Ur-spirit again in the state of
perfection, that he him- self achieved through his free-will to the highest grade, so that he can stay very close to Me
where My direct Love- radiation is ensured. Every Ur-spirit can always rise higher, once he is allowed to enter into the
realm of Light, provided that the right decision of will was made on Earth.
And ecstatically happy is every being realizing what an endlessly long path the Ur-spirit took in order to reach the
highest degree of Light and so to be infinitely blissful. And it will sing My praises and thanks, and glorify ME in all
Eternity. It will be and remain My Child, that will never leave ME again, that will act and work according to My Will to
its own Bliss. AMEN
***
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B.D. 7571, April 7, 1960
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOUL… ORIGINAL SPIRIT
Spiritual substance matures during every developmental period, and one period can in fact suffice for the spiritual
substance to progress through the creations to the point that it is able to embody itself as a human being and successfully
pass its last test of will…. But several such periods may be needed for this spiritualisation of hardened soul-substances if
resistance is so strong that its higher development is too slow and the existence as a human being carries an added risk
of the soul descending into the abyss again. For free will, which is tested during the stage as a human being, is decisive.
But prior to this, free will is constrained…. Although the hardened spiritual substance is no longer subject to God’s
adversary’s will due to this process of development through the creations of earth…. the individual substances are
nevertheless unable to use free will, instead they are controlled by God’s will, that is, their process of development takes
place in a state of compulsion, they are subject to God’s will, Who assigns a task to all spiritual substances within the
works of creation. By accomplishing this task within the law of compulsion they gradually progress, i.e. their resistance
lessens; they carry out a helpful function and are able to slowly reach the state when their free will can be returned to
them. And this process of development requires constant changes of the external shape.... it is a slow ascent, it is an
integration with the laws of nature and therefore a submission to God’s will, if only due to a certain amount of coercion
which, however, only helps to relieve the being and one day is meant to provide it with the freedom to think, want and
act using its own will again.
And this process through the works of creation cannot be avoided if the spiritual being is to return to God again, from
Whom it had distanced itself to such an infinite extent as a result of its apostasy that it would never be able to overcome
this distance of its own strength, and would never be released by God’s adversary to return either if God did not remove
the spiritual substance from him for the very purpose of banishing it into matter, into the creations on this earth. God’s
adversary is entitled to the fallen spirits because they had voluntarily followed him into the abyss.... But God has the
same right because the beings emerged from His strength. Hence God is justified in removing them from the adversary’s
control, but in return the latter was given the right to influence the soul again when it lives on earth in the stage as a
human being. And to this end the spiritual substance must have attained a degree of maturity again when it is able to use
its will in order to freely decide which lord to choose.
But God cannot place the spiritual substance into this state instantly, it has to cover the process of ascent in the same
progressive stages as it had descended, it has to relinquish its resistance slowly, as it cannot forcibly be broken. And this
requires innumerable changes of form, through the world of rocks, plants and animals to the human being…. Every
change of external shape also lessens its resistance, for the being has been of service in a state of compulsion by which it
gains increasingly lighter forms…. But the sin of apostasy from God is so vast that the distance from Him is therefore
vast as well, which means that untold changes of shapes are needed to reduce this distance in order to come closer to
God again, when only the last free decision of will is required for the last form to fall off…. for the being to return to the
Father again from Whom it had originated....
And this whole process of development within the creations of earth is a continuous battle…. The spiritual substance
tries to burst the external shape because it experiences it as a constraint, but each time it also experiences the rupture of
the form as a relief irrespective of its level of maturity…. And this is why the struggle, which you humans are able to
observe in the animal kingdom, only seems cruel in your eyes, whereas time and again every animal experiences the
change of its external shape as a relief. For this reason God permits or even wants the weaker to succumb to the
stronger, the stronger to terminate the life of the weaker and, in a manner of speaking, is thereby even able to serve the
spiritual substance to continue its development. Therefore, as long as the being is subject to the law of compulsion
everything is determined by God, its end as well as its new formation…. However, as soon as the being has reached the
stage of a human being and has received its free will again, God withdraws His will.... And then the human being is
given laws which he has to observe if his earthly life is to be successful…. On the one hand he is tied to the laws of
nature, and on the other hand he is informed of God’s will, to which he has to submit if his development is to progress
and reach a conclusion, for the goal is to become free of every external shape and to enter the kingdom of light as a free
spirit…. to return to the Father’s house, to God, from whence the being once originated.
AMEN
***
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B.D. 7699, September 14, 1960
DEVELOPING PROCESS OF THE SPIRITUAL IN THE CREATIONS
You went through the entire creation! This is an important statement that you will only understand when you know My
Salvation Plan for your way back; My Plan for the spiritualization of all immature spirituals, and when you know about
the circumstances that are the justification for your path through the creation, as you are only a human being -- the Urbeing once more -- which you were when I created you and brought you out of Me.
Your apostasy in the deepest depth also brought about your disintegration so that you passed through the creation in
countless individual substances. These were incorporated into the creation works and had to follow their Destination
then to proceed slowly in the upwards development to accomplish the way back of the spiritual -- its change of being -in accordance with My Salvation Plan of eternity.
Every creation work has its task which consists of serving while going to its destination. In continuous service under the
law of "you must", the spiritual always divests itself of its exterior form and then embodies itself in a new exterior form,
and continues this until it has achieved the maturity that is necessary for the embodiment as "man".
This process of development through the creations of the world leads it uncontested to maturity, because it is done under
the law of "you must" (the law of nature).. My will decides, and according to this will, everything follows My laws and
reaches its ripening. lt may even take eternity until a certain degree is achieved -- where the individual substances have
collected themselves once more, and now are embodied as man -- the Ur-soul takes its final walk on Earth to accomplish
its spiritualization.
This passing through creation cannot be changed arbitrarily or substituted by any other occurrences. It must be
performed by each being, that wishes to return to its issue, as it was at the beginning. Because the material creation was
originated only through My will, and I considered it as the way through which My creatures who were so far down in
the abyss could come once more closer to Me.
The creation itself is the fallen spiritual which then hardened itself to spiritual substance and was then changed by My
will into the most diverse forms through which I directed their destiny and their purpose, to bring the spirituals slowly to
maturity, always offering new forms to them for obtaining ever higher maturity, so that, finally, once embodied as
"man" -- as an I-conscious being -- they would strive for the final goal - consciously seeking and finding reunion with
Me, and achieving the final return to Me.
The only purpose of every creation work is that the spirituals can dwell within it, with the command that they ascend to
Me and that they also reach through My will the slowly upwards development -- which however serves under the law of
"you must" , and through this service always, redeems itself from the form.
But eternities must still pass until the last spiritual being will have collected itself in all its particles and then also will
my counter spirit, Lucifer, return to Me voluntarily because he is left entirely without force when all the beings created
by him have voluntarily abandoned him and come to Me, because they recognize Me as their Lord and Creator. And
only then will My opponent be aware of his complete weakness, and then will he yearn again for My power and light.
He will hunger again for My Love that he once enjoyed immensely, and he will also open himself voluntarily to receive
the rays of My Love and return to Me as My son. AMEN
***
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B.D. 7728, October 21, 1960
REALIZATION OF THE SALVATION PLAN
My Salvation Plan will be clearly presented to you so that you can recognize there from My endless Love, and that you
need not doubt the existence of a God of Love, even if you have to include the last work of destruction of this earth in
that Salvation Plan. Could I never do anything that has not My Love as justification?
Though you cannot grasp everything, you should, however, take My Salvation Plan, which has existed since eternity, as
an explanation -- even though intelligent would like to refuse to accept it.
Only My endless Love makes it necessary to Me to execute the Salvation Plan, which My wisdom has considered as
right and which My supreme force will make effective also at the determined time.
And you should not believe that you can change My decision, because it is not merely a question of the sole salvation of
humanity, but of a developmental phase of the entire spirituality which once again begins, in order to open a new period
of redemption.
It does establish a new order of everything that is spiritual and the separation of those spirits which have already reached
the state of I-consciousness, and which will then be transplanted to the place where they belong to, according to their
maturity.
During a period of redemption there have been short epochs always where I was obliged to interfere through various
kinds of judgments. Always, the people were warned again and asked to turn back; and, according to their willingness,
the judgment could be removed or abolished. Ever and ever again My Love was intent on bringing man on to the right
road before my justice was manifested But the time of a period of redemption is limited; and there was surely sufficient
time to bring the entire redemption to all souls, if the will of the humans had been used for that purpose.
And once this limited time has ran out, one must think again about the bound spirituals in the creations which will and
must go through the same course of development to get rid of the form, for My Love is valid also for these still
immature spirituals.
My Salvation Plan contains all those once from Me apostate spirits. And you must think about this, if you find this
Salvation Plan unacceptable and seemingly not compatible with My Love.
A new order of all spiritual became necessary. Also, mankind had reached a very low, spiritual level that presages an
end, a dissolution of the creation and also of the people who have not found the way to Me and will not try to do so.
Believe therefore that I recognize in My wisdom, and have recognized it since eternity, that I knew about the will and
the maturity of the people in the final time. And My Salvation Plan is established to correspond to this will, which will
certainly be accomplished when the time comes. Every day is still a time of grace, because it can be used for the return
to your Father. Each day can still help the soul to mature, and therefore you should consider each day still as a gift of
grace.
Be thankful for My Love which also will most certainly help you until the end until the last day has come. That it comes
is certainly true because My word is and continues to be the eternal truth. AMEN
***
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B.D. 7770, December 12, 1960
CAUSE AND RISE OF CREATION
Your human existence is the consequence of your apostasy from ME -once in the spiritual realm. Often it has been
explained to you that you yourself furnished the motive for the arising of the earthly Creation, in which you as the crown
of the Creation should again reach the Ur-state that you had voluntarily once given away.
You yourself induced ME to bring into existence the most different kinds of earthly Creations, because I searched and
found a way for your return to ME, and this is the walk through the earthly-material Creation-works. And the last station
of this pilgrimage on Earth is your existence as human being. And now you must start again to return to ME voluntarily,
as you once voluntarily parted from ME.
Because you are originally divine beings who, as such, -have a free-will. The existence as man gives you the opportunity
to prove your divinity; it gives you the possibility of directing the free-will again towards ME, to enter into union with
ME. Only then the earthly Creation-works have fulfilled their purpose; they will have succeeded in the "back- leadingwork" as it has been My plan since eternity.
And so you must consider all Creations around you as the result of your transgression against ME; but also as means of
learning to acknowledge ME again. You must recognize Creations as an expression of My Love to you, whom I do not
want to lose. You must know that My unsurpassed Wisdom recognized also the "Creation" as the surest means to win
you back.
And once you will be able to review the way through the Creations which you have passed, you will be extremely
thankful for this Mercy that My endless Love has bestowed on the otherwise lost-ones. Then the Creation will no longer
mean chains for you, but yet a great Love-proof on My part. And you yourself will want to participate again in the
Creation-act that offers the spiritual possibilities of a definite return to ME.
Just as Love stimulated ME to create, so will Love not let you rest and now you will use the Force that flows, according
to My will, from ME to you, - you will create and build to your own Bliss. But to achieve this, a certain grade of
maturity is necessary that you can acquire already in the Earth-life by using your free-will in the right way, by turning it
towards ME. Then your soul will return to the Ur- source of the Light and Force from whence it once started. Then the
soul may also receive unlimited Force and Light; then will it be able to Create and work beside ME and be Blissful.
And thus means the Creation-Works for the still immature spiritual a constraint, but for the free spiritual the possibility
to be active in Love and to help the unredeemed. Who are on the one hand themselves judged spiritual and they bring on
the other hand freedom to the spiritual, because Creations have to fulfill their destinies to serve, and by that the within
bound spiritual can reach freedom.
And the redeemed spiritual that stays in the Light knows about it, and is steadily active in its Love to bring about new
works according to My will; to participate in Creation, because it knows My Salvation Plan since Eternity and wants to
take part in the returning of all spirituals to ME. Therefore is the Creation to be considered indeed as the realm of My
opponent, because it hides in itself the unredeemed spiritual.
But My opponent himself cannot influence this spiritual during the time of its bondage. Meanwhile the Light-world
gives assistance to this spiritual and can help it again and again to become free -but man has to fear again his influence.
He only has to direct his will in the right direction; he only needs to direct it towards ME and I will support his cause
and wrench him really free from the hands of My opponent. But man himself must undergo this will-trial. He will
neither be forced by ME nor by My opponent regarding the direction of his will. He himself must put his divinity under
proof by longing for the Light, from whence he once came. AMEN
***
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B.D. 7800, January 18, 1961
EVOLUTION-WAY ON EARTH
When the Earth came into existence countless spiritual substances could embody in their Creation-Works and they
slowly rose in their evolution to height because the Creations correspond to the resistance that was still unbroken in all
spirituals, though different in its strength. The Creation -Works were more or less hard matter, because the Earth too
developed very slowly to that Creation-work that once should shelter men…. the Spiritual that had already covered so
far this evolution-path, that all substances of an once fallen Ur-spirit have gathered themselves again and got back the
Self-awareness as well as the free-will.
But until the spiritual could enter into this state, endless times passed, because the Earth needed this time to produce all
those Creations that the fallen spiritual needed in its upwards evolution. And therefore mankind should know that they
already live endless times on this Earth, that the state as man is the conclusion of a development- path, that his free-will
can end now.
He should also know that this endless long path will be once shown to him in retrospect, but, that as a human being, this
back-remembrance must have been taken away from him, because it concerns his voluntary return to GOD which he
must fulfill now as man. But if he contemplates the countless wonders of the divine Creation around him, then he should
meditate about the purposes they have to serve, whereupon enlightenment will be given into his heart, he will have then
an insight of it, if the full knowledge is not al ready opened to him.
And he should try to fathom the essence of the Creator, i.e. to ask for enlightenment about his relationship to HIM. And
this too will be given to him, because during his Earth-life man has to re-establish the union with GOD, that he has once
given up voluntarily. Because this was the apostasy of the spirits…. that they willingly withdrew from GOD.
And thus they must now, as man -in the last stage of their return to GOD, re-establish voluntarily the connection with
HIM, and the purpose of their Earth-life is fulfilled.
When you people have carried out this return - only then will you be able to understand that Creation has contributed the
greatest part in bringing back the fallen being. For it could never have been possible for you to reach the height if the
divine Creator had not wrenched you from the might of HIS opponent who caused your fall into the depth…. if HE had
not rescued you from his influence during the endlessly long time during which you, as the smallest soul- particles were
incorporated in the Creation- Works.
In this time HIS opponent had no influence over you, but nevertheless you were still his, because you had once followed
him voluntarily into the abyss. But in view of your apostasy from GOD, you were completely without Light and Force
and therefore unable to return to GOD. And therefore GOD HIMSELF worked out your return through all HIS Creation
-Works that were formed in unequalled Wisdom and endless Love in such a way, that they gave to the spiritual the
possibility of developing through service in same way or other and thereby to reach ever higher maturity.
And the spiritual particles that belonged to one once fallen Ur-spirit gathered again and again, and started in a certain
maturity with their last transformation…. They may walk as man for a short time over the Earth and must again serve,
but in free-will and motivated by Love. This is the purpose of the Earth-life for every soul that is now embodied in man,
that through "serving in Love" redeems itself from every Form, so that it enters again, once its Earth- life is ended, into
the spiritual realm as a free spiritual being that it was in the beginning.
But this spiritualization cannot be undertaken by its own Force because the ancient Ur-sin burdens and presses it down
again and again. This means that GOD' s opponent, during the Earth-life of man, has again the right to use his influence,
because the spiritual has once followed him voluntarily.
And the fallen Ur-spirit - the man - would succumb again to his influence without a sure help offered to him; the
Redemption through JESUS CHRIST…. in Whom GOD HIMSELF has incorporated to blot out for all the fallen ones
the sin-guilt, through HIS Sacrifice-death on the cross.
This help through JESUS CHRIST, the full Redemption and Forgiveness of man's guilt, is assured to him, provided that
he wants it, -that he recognizes JESUS CHRIST and HIS Redemption-Work and recognize JESUS as GOD HIMSELF,
Whom the Ur-spirit once denied recognition.
And this is given to you, men, as a short explanation about the cause and meaning of the Redemption-Work. You have
to know about it in order to fulfill your Earth-Life purpose; to learn to understand also the divine Plan of Salvation that
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always pursues the leading back of the spiritual to GOD, that will be realized in Love and Wisdom, because HE has all
Might at HIS command, to reach the goal that HE HIMSELF set at the Creation of the spiritual beings. AMEN
***
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B.D. 7881, April 28, 1961
TO TAKE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD'S PLAN OF SALVATION
When I reveal to you MY Plan of Salvation you will recognize the importance of this time. Truly, I bring you a
knowledge, which gives you an insight into MY working and governing, which also explains to you the purpose of your
existence, and the meaning and purpose of all creations. This is knowledge so tremendous and far reaching, that human
beings cannot give it to you. Only through the way of the Spirit it is possible for you to receive this pure Truth. I bring
Light to this Earth which will drive away darkness, if you will open yourself to it and let it influence you when I speak
to you. The reason I bring this unusual knowledge is because you are nearing the end.
When you are introduced to MY Plan of Salvation you must understand that a redemption period must soon come to a
close. Then you will learn to consider it all from this point of view: that all the apostatized spirituals must be given the
opportunity to strive for their return to ME, be it as human beings or as spirituality still bound in the creations that in
their primal substance as beings were brought forth out of ME, and will also return as beings to the House of the Father.
If you know MY Plan of Salvation from Eternity, then you also know of the long path of development the apostatized
must travel to return to the heights. You will also think with great mercy about those Who have still not reached the
stage of man and suffer in their bound state. They originally came forth out of ME as free spirits.
Then you know also that it is the people who fail in their free will in this earthly life, and that this free will also creates
its own destiny. Their lives on Earth is unjustified if they fail to use the Grace of embodiment as human beings. You can
see that spirituals forfeit their earthly lives through their own folly. Closing a period of redemption is truly an act of
Love on MY part, because I want to lead upwards those spirituals who are longing for their last re-forming, to free
themselves finally through their path on Earth as human beings.
I will lead you in this end-time into the knowledge of MY Plan of Salvation, and this is a special grace for you, because
you will then believe more easily in an end, when you acknowledge this concept. Even though a thousand years are for
ME as one day, still the last day that has been determined since Eternity must come. I will then separate sheep from the
goats. Whoever remains true to ME shall be saved. None of them have to fear when the Earth trembles. Their life is
secured forever.
Understand MY Word well, do not doubt ME or MY Word, which comes from Above announcing to you: the
approaching end shall come, because this is the Truth. When you take notice of MY revelations and see what is going on
around you, it will not be hard to believe. This is why I am revealing MY Plan of Salvation. This unusual knowledge is
brought to you to give you Light so that you may believe. You cannot hinder the fulfillment of MY Plan of Salvation.
You cannot delay the end for it has been determined from Eternity. But everyone can belong to those to whom I
promised MY protection, if you are true to ME. You can belong to the few righteouses whom MY Arm will protect and
take away when the final hour has come. This will mean an end of everything throughout the whole Earth.
My power is great; MY Love for all spirituals is boundless. MY Wisdom truly knows the right time when change is
necessary, so that the upward development, according to MY eternal Order can progress. MY Love Wisdom and Power
are continually at work for all the apostate spirituals to the House of the Father. AMEN
***
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B.D. 7942, July 15, 1961
ORIGIN OF THE CREATION WORK ‘EARTH’
The path of the spirits across the earth will extend into eternity.... For the spirits themselves became the matter which
earth and all its creations consist of…. God’s will turned solidified spiritual substance into matter, thus the whole of the
creation work earth…. as well as all creations in the entire universe…. is God’s once emanated strength which He
externalised as a ‘being’ but which so changed itself that it finally became mere hardened substance, which was then
transformed into creations of all kinds.
This took place over an infinitely long period of time, because the ‘transformation’ also occurred in lawful order, the
rise of what is now visible as ‘inhabited earth’ happened during countless phases of development…. it was not an
instantly externalised work of God’s creative power…. since even the slow development served its purpose.... Time and
again minutely disintegrated spiritual particles were captured and reshaped, the process took an inconceivably long time
before earth had formed itself into a work of creation which could serve as an abode and sustain physical life for the
constantly maturing spiritual substance, as it was designated by God’s eternal plan of Salvation. And even this spiritual
substance took an endless time before it reached the degree when it was allowed to live as a human being on earth for
the purpose of its final perfection.
This last earthly progress as a human being is but a moment in time compared with the infinitely long period of the
earth’s preliminary development…. Although the creation of every form was indeed the work of an instant for God,
because His will and His strength externalised every thought as an existing work.... yet the resistance of the once fallen
spirits determined the length of time until their physical transformation. For God did not force this spiritual substance
but His strength of love captured it until its resistance had somewhat subsided in order to then encase it in accordance
with His plan, to then shape it into various forms where it would perform some kind of activity which was so minimal
that, again, an infinitely long time passed before these forms could gradually disintegrate and change….
The development of earth took ages until it could be inhabited by living beings, and these, in turn, prepared the earth for
yet another inconceivably long time to become suitable for serving human beings as a last place of development…. The
tiny individual particles of the human soul, however, had passed through all creations….. The fall from the highest
pinnacle into the abyss had taken so long that thus an equally long time had been necessary to ascend from the abyss to
the point when the being could receive its self-awareness again, that this final perfection then made it possible to travel
the last path of ascent. But for the time being the creation had emerged, and this incorporates the innumerable fallen
spirits whose return to God will subsequently also take an infinitely long time, hence an end of creation cannot be
foreseen as yet….
Nevertheless, the ‘creations’ exist and everything will take its lawful course.... They are brought to life by ever new
minute particles of spirit whose higher development takes place by way of constantly changing their outer form, and
thus a continuous developing and disintegrating of every material creation can be observed…. All works of creation
repeatedly renew themselves in this manner and thus serve the inherent spirit to achieve maturity, just as they serve
humanity’s continued development by safeguarding their physical life an earth. As long as the spirits bound in the
creations do not have free will their path of higher development proceeds in accordance with God’s will…. the
constrained spiritual substance serves in some form or other and thereby matures gradually…. But as soon as the spirit
lives on earth as a human being it is once again in possession of free will and then it is able …. instead of continuing to
ascend…. to stop its development or to regress again. During the final period of its process of development it is able to
fail.... And this regression can lead to the result that the spirit in the human being.... the ‘soul’ or the once ‘fallen original
spirit’…. will harden again as before. The outcome will be a disintegration of the soul into countless minute particles
again which will have to take the path through the material creations once more.… And this process, which has now
become necessary again, also requires the disintegration and transformation of all works of creation…. which can be
described as the end of one earthly period and the start of a new one.
And thus you humans should try to explain it to yourselves, that such periodically enforced processes of transformation
concerning the creation work earth will take place in accordance with God’s will. They are always based on God’s love
and wisdom and only ever serve the redemption of the once fallen spirits…. And you need to also be prepared for such
interventions by God when people no longer recognise the true purpose of their existence, when they thus do not use
their earthly life for the maturing of their souls, for their final perfection. For the sole purpose of every work of creation
is to bring the human soul into maturity, to help it become what it once was in the beginning…. a supremely perfect
being, which originated from God’s love but voluntarily apostatised from Him…. It shall return to Him again, and God
Himself has provided it with the path of return through all the creations on earth. AMEN

***
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BD 8020, October 16, 1961
KNOWLEDGE ABOUT PURPOSE AND REASON OF THE LIFE ON EARTH
You must always know that your existence as man on the earth has a reason and purpose. You are not put on Earth by a
whim of the Creator, but there were spiritual happenings which formed the basis of your Creation, occurrences that took
place in the spiritual realm, a very long time ago. A change took place in this realm at the beings, which MY "LoveWill" had put forth of ME. The law of order, according to which all that was perfect had to exist, was overturned. Those
previously perfect created beings trespassed the law of order and became imperfect.
But this change in the beings happened in free-will, i.e. the will rebelled against the existing order and they turned
against ME, their GOD and Creator, Whom they however recognized because they stood in the Light of the cognizance.
This occurrence in the realm of the spirits is the reason of your existence as man on Earth. -Because you are one of the
spiritual beings who parted in free-will from ME, you are those beings who once were created in highest perfection and
turned their being in free will to the contrary, you are those fallen spirits.
But Eternities--endlessly long times are between your apostasy from ME and your existence as man. The fallen being
was obliged to go through a process of modification ...wherein it was exposed to incredible pains and agonies, where it
evolved slowly from the lowest depth to the height. It was always guided by ME, because nothing stays eternally
separated from ME that once came out from ME.
And thus you will reach the level of your development where you walk as man over the Earth, to cover the last short
distance until you again reach your starting point -in order to perform in free-will, the return to your GOD and Father
from Whom you once withdrew in a wrongly directed will.
When you thus contemplate your human existence, then you will understand how meaningful this is for you: you will no
longer regard your Earth-life as self-purpose but as a means to the purpose, then you will live it consciously. But it is
difficult to make you believe that you are not a whim of your GOD and Creator -because you have no proof of that, what
I reveal to you. But you should only once seriously think about, that yourself and all that surrounds you are miracles that
could not have happened arbitrarily - and you should also recognize through serious contemplation a GOD and Creator,
and be convinced that nothing is purposeless, and therefore your existence on Earth must also serve a purpose. You
should seek to unite yourself with the recognized Creator-Might, and that can be done at all times through thoughts,
through prayers and Love-deeds. -And in union with ME a Light will soon shine for you, and very soon you will
perceive a gleam of the knowledge that you once possessed in full measure.
This Light within you will grow ever more stronger and stronger as you search for a closer union with ME, and you will
fulfill your Earth-life purpose. You will accomplish the transformation in free-will -the reformation of your being to the
perfection that was your state in the beginning. -You will kindle inside of you the tiny Love-spark and make it grow to
the strongest flame, which means that you have entered into the law of eternal order, in which everything perfect has to
move.
You will be able to close a developmental process that has lasted Eternities with the result that you have adopted again
My Ur-being, - have formed yourselves to Love and to be again divine, perfect beings, such as you were in the
beginning. This is the purpose of your Earth-life, that should induce you to lead a conscious existence, so that the last
part in this endlessly long development-path may bring the being the success of departing from this Earth completely
spiritualized, and thus be able to enter into the realm of Light and Bliss from where it once started.
AMEN
***
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B.D. 8082, January 19, 1962
GOD IS LOVE
Everything arose from God’s strength of love.... He Himself is the primary source of strength, His fundamental element
is love, thus He is love Himself…. And yet He is a Being Which works and creates with wise judgment…. He is a Being
Which puts Its thoughts into effect, Which constantly brings forth new creations that radiate His strength of love into
infinity. This, however, always serves its purpose, it is not arbitrarily effective but its result is determined by God’s
wisdom and might…. God is love…. You humans will not understand this statement as long as you are unable to
comprehend the nature of love, which necessitates shaping yourselves into love. For you will always look at love as a
characteristic which you confer to the highest and most perfect being. But that this Being is love Itself will remain
incomprehensible to you as long as you live on earth as a human being.
And you all emerged from this love, you are emanated strength, you yourselves are love in your fundamental nature ….
but likewise you are beings with the ability of thought and will…. the evidence of an ‘entity’…. Hence, nothing arose
and will continue to arise haphazardly.... Everything is very wisely considered; all things are the thoughts of a supremely
perfect Being Which you humans call ‘God’…. And this Being reproduced Itself…. It brought forth the same beings
from within Itself, It emanated Its strength of love and gave it forms …. It created…. Everything created by God is and
remains love in its fundamental substance. It is and remains strength which shall become effective in accordance with
divine will…. If, however, it is prevented from being effective then divine order will be changed…. The principle of
love will be turned into the opposite. The Being Which is love, wisdom and might Itself…. thus ‘God’…. will be
resisted, which the beings He had brought to life could indeed accomplish because He had also endowed them with free
will as His images …. But in that case the being will leave its lawful order.... it will turn itself into the opposite…. it will
certainly carry on existing, but it will no longer allow the strength of love to become effective and that will signify
solidification, it will signify a standstill, it will signify the death of what once radiated as ‘life’ from God….
The human being’s fundamental substance is love, yet on the whole he is still in opposition to the One Who had
emanated him as a being…. And therefore he does not recognise what love is …. For this reason the nature of God, Who
is love Himself, is also incomprehensible to him. For love is simultaneously light, Which, however, provides little
enlightenment for the human being while his love is still feeble. Hence he is also unable to recognise God’s nature, he
can only believe the information he receives regarding it, but as soon as such reports accord to the truth they will also
enlighten him, for then he will endeavour to change his nature into love, and he will also turn to the Being Which is
supremely perfect and begin to recognise It as the ‘Eternal Love’….
But he will never be able to fathom God’s nature, for He is the eternal centre of strength, whereas all created beings are
emanated but very tiny sparks of strength which would never be able to behold the primal fire without ceasing to
exist…. A person would be able to perceive the love, wisdom and might of a perceptible God on earth already if he is of
good will and opens his heart for the illumination of love again by the Being he originated from…. For this supremely
perfect Being reveals Itself to His living creations….
And the greatest evidence of love of the One, Who is love Himself, is that He reveals Himself, that He provides His
created beings with information about Himself as far as they are able to grasp it…. and that He thereby wants to reignite their love to make it effective again in line with the fundamental element…. so that His living creations will reenter the eternal order in order to create and work as it was in the beginning.
AMEN
***
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B.D. 8216, July 16, 1962
THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE FALLEN UR-SPIRITS INTO CREATIONS
My Word shall bring you clarity, shall answer questions and solve problems which you will not be able to solve with
your intellect alone. You shall acquire wisdom if you so desire it. You shall be taught the truth because I want to make
you a present of light to illuminate your spirit; in order that you do not walk in darkness and your soul sustain damage.
Because I will save it for all eternity. My immense Love wants only the salvation of your soul, because I long for your
return, for the reunion with you which requires the perfection of your soul.
Once you emerged from Me in all perfection, for I created you as My images -- as highest perfect beings -- as miniatures
of Myself -- and out of the same nature. For your Ur-element was Love, and you proceeded from the Ur-Love!
This Ur-Love created vessels for the purpose of discharging into them the Love-force constantly streaming out, to be
received by those created beings. These beings, the pictures of Myself, were pure Love. They were the Love-force
radiating out from Me. Though these beings could feel and see one another, they were not able to view Myself from
Whom they had originated, because I was the Ur-abundance of the Love-force Myself und they could not view this.
Otherwise, they would have melted away.
I had put them out as tiniest sparks, as independent being's, as I have already explained to you several times. But-that
will not yet, as a pure spiritual process, be fully understood by people of the earth.
As these beings were now independent creatures, endowed with free will, they disposed of much force and light,
because as My Love-force-stream flowed constantly through them I could not prevent their misuse of free will,
inasmuch as they had turned away from Me. That means that they were tested on their will as they refused to recognize
me as their God and Creator and give me that acknowledgment, they turned to Lucifer, the first created being from Me,
he whom they could see and who glistened in all beauty and brightest light. They rejected the radiations of My Loveforce, which meant constant distance from Me as the Ur-source of light and force.
This occurrence has also and will again be explained to you by Me, as far as it can be under- stood by you. But know
now, if those creatures, originated by Me, could turn to be opposite of Me they would not cease to exist but would have
to endure and to endure eternally.
These beings whose Ur-substance is Love and therefore force, according to the law of eternity, must continue to be
efficient and not be eternally idle. But through the steady growing distance from Me, and their refusal to let My Love
stream through them, the spiritual substance, of these, from-Me-created Ur-beings, hardened and they became unable to
produce and to operate.
Therefore I dissolved the Ur-spirits, which means that the force that once was radiated out of Me as being was
transformed by Me, and it originated the creation. In it the force could again become active, and consequently efficient
according to My will. Therefore it can be said- the whole creation consists of Ur-spirits transformed by My will.... the
same force that I radiated in the form of "ego-conscious beings" -- which had then been changed into other forms --to
creation works of all kinds. Each creation work received from Me its destiny, and so passes the Ur-spirit, dissolved in
particles through all creation and serves Me under the law of "you must". The force becomes active conforming to My
will, because according to the Ur-law it must become efficient.
Always consider, the spiritual Ur-beings, Lucifer and his adherents, were forces radiated by Me, and whether they are
now dissolved or will join again after an endless time .....the Ur- being will not cease to exist, but will unhesitatingly
return to Me once again. Then it will be the same being as it originally emerged from Me. It has moved through all
creations on the way of its return to Me, and, finally, in the form of "man" -- as his soul - goes on its last short distance
on earth, where it must accept consciously again My Love-radiation and reach reunion with Me.
Because of the voluntary return to Me the Ur- spirit must give up the resistance against the radiation of My Love-force.
Then it is again the creature equal to God; My miniature -- it is the once fallen Ur-spirit, the being created in all
perfection, that now has regained its perfection in entire free will, and therefore can unite again with Me and stay united
with Me eternally. AMEN
***
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B.D. 8235, August 9, 1962
DID MAN EVOLVE - OR WAS HE A NEW CREATION?
There can not be any contradiction in the information about the spiritual that you received from ME, that My Spirit has
made known to you -who are in My service and have been ordered to spread the pure Truth about ME to your fellowmen -to carry out My Word, that should give you Light…. Because I want to illuminate the spiritual darkness in which
men walk, and especially when you yourselves desire enlightenment. The Creation-Work "Earth" took endless limes
before it became what it is now - a Creation that should enable man to reach ultimate perfection. And in this endlessly
long time the Ur-spirits dissolved into the smallest particles, moved through countless Creation- Works in order to
develop always higher and thus the hardened spiritual came slowly to life, as I have revealed it many times.
It covered the endlessly long path in the compulsive state i.e., all Creation-Works achieved the purpose and destiny that
I have assigned to them. Not one of the unfree, bound beings could decide about itself, but it ripened slowly. Forms
were created for all grades of maturity of the spiritual striving to the height. The world of minerals, plants and animals
was endlessly varied in their Forms and all were brought to life by the tiniest particles of these fallen Ur- spirits that
united always more and again, and finally became smaller and larger beings. After abandoning their previous forms they
united again and at last were brought into Forms that were increasingly similar to the Form of man.
The whole long path of evolution stood under My Law or: all occurrences happened according to the natural law in that
Creation arisen through My Will. The Ur-spirits, through their fall into the depth, have lost their Self-awareness and
they shall obtain it again and embody themselves in the last Form -as man -to accomplish the path of their upwards
development.
The last Forms in their compulsive state became therefore more and more "man-like" but they did not as yet have the
Self-awareness. They acted instinctively, according to My Will, however, they performed functions that already were
similar to those of man, but they were yet not able to think. Reason and free-will were still absent and therefore they
were not conscious of any responsibility. They were driven to their acts by spiritual intelligences…. like every spiritual
being still bound in the Form, led by spiritual helpers who somehow transfer My Will to that bounded spiritual being,
according to the natural law.
And the time came when the free-will could be given back to matured Ur-spirits through which they should be tested
whether they wanted to return to ME or to remain with My opponent.
And for those Ur-spirits -I created the Form of man. - All Creation -Works and especially the always larger shaped
beings My Will had created -by becoming Forms of My Thoughts. And therefore were these living beings represented in
manifold varieties of Forms, but each Form was different. There were the most various kinds of species that had no
resemblance to one another, that reproduced themselves continuously but remained always the same Creatures.
As the Form of man became now necessary through the first so far matured Ur-spirits, I put forth through My Will
another Creation-WORK that truly was a miracle-work of My whole Creation…. A being that was immensely artfully
put together…. that was Created according to My Will, able to fulfill its task on Earth. This being, I created and did not
evolve out of the already existing Creations.
Because this Form should shelter an Ur-spirit, a being that once came out of ME -that had been MY Image -and that
should become it once again.
And therefore it was necessary to equip the being with reason, free-will and Self-awareness. These did not evolve slowly
out of the animal-like being, but were added to the Form of man, as the Ur-spirit took possession of the first Form. And
that will be given to every man as something belonging to his soul at the moment it gives life to man at his birth as the
"Divine breath".
Afterwards men did indeed procreate by following again My law of Nature, but they will always remain the same
Creatures as they have been since the first man - Adam. They will not change to other Creatures, because this change
will be always only an act of the soul, which at the beginning can still decide against ME, but can reach during its
existence as man, the highest perfection. But the human body will remain as I had created it when the soul of Adam took
possession of it.
The Creation-act of the Earth indeed required an endlessly long time for all that is in, on and over the Earth, including
all dead and living Creations. But it was, in a way, a section of the upwards evolution for the fallen spiritual, that ended
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when all the smallest parts of an Ur-spirit had collected themselves and started the last process of the return to ME.
And this existence on Earth as man, required also from ME a new Creation-Work…. a Form, that could satisfy all
demands, in order to be able to pass the last trial in free-will. Man can consider himself therefore as a special CreationWork on My part, because he is the only being on Earth that is gifted with reason, intelligence and free-will…. the signs
of divine origin. Therefore he is also able to recognize a GOD and Creator above him…. Who gave him the life, and
man has therefore also the ability to reach the last perfection on this Earth…. if his free-will longs seriously for it.
AMEN
***
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B.D. 8236, August 10, 1962
WAS ADAM THE ONLY HUMAN BEING CREATED BY GOD?
But now the question will arise in you how the whole earth came to be populated with people…. This is a valid question,
for there were many original spirits when the first original spirit Adam embodied himself, and all of these original spirits
wanted to continue their course of development and engender themselves as souls in a human being because they knew
that their final return to Me could only take place in this way…. And I also gave human covers to those original spirits
who consciously wanted to take the path across earth…. I created a large number of human beings, for only one thought
by Me sufficed and every fully matured original spirit received its external form, and each form was physically created
such that procreation would take place in accordance with My will, in order to continually provide an opportunity for
incarnation to the souls which were also gradually reaching their full maturity. But I restricted the regions of the first
forefathers…. You should understand that I allocated the prepared land to the human beings….
Yet the first people…. Adam and Eve…. had to take the test of will, and as a result of their fall the whole human race
became weakened. The disobedience against My divine commandment had, due to My adverse spirit Lucifer, likewise
arisen in those original spirits, and the hereditary sin…. which consisted of changing the pure, divine love into selfish
love, was repeated in these human beings too, for My adversary tempted all people, and his enticement succeeded
because people still had too little knowledge of him who wanted to cause them to fall again. And people spread across
the entire earth, but Adam was and remained nevertheless the founder of the human race, and people were informed of
the descendants of his house and the following generations were recorded until the birth of Jesus, Who descended to
earth as a result of the inherited sin in order to redeem humanity….
Since Adam, after Lucifer, had been the first fallen original spirit, he was also the first to be embodied as a human being,
and if he had observed My easy commandment he very quickly would have shed his external form, and all other original
spirits would soon have given up their resistance as well, they unconditionally would have given themselves to Me, and
their return to Me would have been guaranteed…. Yet his disobedience was another opposition to Me, it was a repetition
of the first sin of rebellion against Me…. However, owing to Adam’s fall Lucifer had regained power, and he used it on
each generation which, being as weak as Adam, did not resist and remained weak until Jesus arrived in order to help
them.
You humans should know that I populated the whole earth because many of the fully matured original spirits desired
their last embodiment on earth and because every one of these original spirits was entitled to undertake the final test of
will within the human being…. There were a large number of them, and every one had many followers, original spirits
which had followed him and time and again joined him again. And for all these I chose the living conditions which
suited their various inclinations, and thus, having created its human external form, I placed every original spirit
appropriately, consequently reproducing himself corresponding to My will and My natural law…. The procreation
method was the same everywhere, which is why I always joined the original spirit with a second spirit….
Thus the creative act of the first human being was repeated time and again in regions which were inaccessible for the
individual human tribes, for My creation of the earth had been so comprehensive that the process of further development
everywhere necessitated the original spirits to incarnate in the human being and for this I created the first prerequisites
…. And only after a long period of time had passed did the various tribes make contact with each other…. Their
spiritual development, however, had advanced entirely differently…. all depending on the degree of love within each
person. But they all can be instructed by Me Myself when their resistance diminishes and My commandments are
heeded again, and the human souls will come to full maturity, for the divine Redeemer Jesus Christ accomplished the act
of Salvation for all human beings, and the knowledge of it can also be brought to all human beings through people or
through the working of My spirit…. Nevertheless, Adam’s direct descendants will accept this knowledge more easily
and hence belong to the human generation which will find redemption while still on earth, so that the souls will be able
to become free while still on earth if they accept Jesus Christ’s act of Salvation Who, apart from the original sin, also
took Adam’s past sin upon Himself and thus purchased humanity’s salvation from My adversary through His death on
the cross.
AMEN

***
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B.D. 8243, August 17, 1962
INFORMING THE SOUL ABOUT EARTHLY LIFE
As soon as you ask Me a question I will answer and instruct you, so that you understand correctly and all ambiguity is
lifted: The earthly progress of a human being’s embodied soul …. of the once fallen original spirit…. is a difficult test of
its will which is as free as it was when the original spirit came forth from Me. For it is fought over by two sides and it
alone will determine the outcome of this battle. Spiritual guardians will always stand by its side but they may not
interfere with its free will…. And at the same time countless adverse forces endeavour to cause the human being’s fall
once more…. However, it is possible for him to master the latter by unwaveringly turning his will towards Me and
thereby constantly receiving strength to resist and pass his test of will.
But since the original spirit is still completely without knowledge at the onset of its incarnation as a human being; since,
due to its apostasy, due to its rejection of My light of love, it has deprived itself of its light, knowledge and awareness, it
has to be instructed, and this takes place from outside and from within…. through My spiritual spark inside of him
which ceaselessly urges it into doing kind deeds, and then also imparts an inner light to the human being. In addition, I
will always direct a human being’s circumstances such that he will be able to learn from them, because time and again
spiritual guardians will influence his thoughts to take the right direction, to muster the will to turn to Me, and then I will
be able to work exceptionally in him Myself. Thus I take every care that the original spirit will be able to reach its
objective as a human being during its earthly existence once it has expressed its will to undertake this final test of will as
a human being. But no soul…. no original spirit…. having passed through the creation in the state of compulsion…. will
be forced into this final incarnation…. The state of compulsion comes to an end the moment all small particles of an
original spirit have congregated again, and from this moment on this original spirit will be free once again, it will not be
subjected to coercion, neither from My nor from My adversary’s side…. It will be able to determine its own fate. During
the time of its higher development from the abyss its resistance to Me will have diminished to a point that it will then be
fully mature in order to live on earth as a human being, yet it will have to accept this gift of grace voluntarily…. And
therefore it will also be informed of its earthly destiny…. As a result of My permission the original spirit realises that it
is not yet at home where glories await it, and it wants them…. But it also realises that only the development as a human
being will lead it back into its lost home…. It also knows that it will have to occupy a form again, and this knowledge
can still delay its life as a human being…. But as a rule it will readily accept the embodiment as a human being and feel
strong enough to pass its final test of will.
But it should make its own free decision and therefore it is shown its earthly progress by observing itself in various
situations and, believing itself able to overcome them with ease, is thus also willing to travel the final path in the
form…. However, I know every single original spirit’s degree of maturity, and I Am able to let it visualize its earthly
progress like a vision, I also know how this dream-like occurrence affects the individual soul and Am able to induce its
embodiment into the human form accordingly, which only becomes a living being when the original spirit has taken
possession of it.
You humans should believe that everything is possible with Me, that I Am even able to touch a completely blind spirit
with a spark of light to enable its vision for a few moments…. and that these moments suffice to activate its will, which
the original spirit is able to use again once all its substances have reunited…. You should also know and believe that I
do not require any length of time and yet My will brings forth what I consider necessary…. And this expression of will
by an original spirit to accept the human form is necessary, for it has left its constrained state and should now also
freely decide to accept its earthly progress as a human being. But the human being’s physical body only becomes viable
when the original spirit has occupied it as a ‘soul’. Only then will the person be guided by his guardian angels, he will
be gradually familiarised with knowledge, and will then have to mature as a human being first before his free will and
intellect can rationally express themselves…. It is the last process of development on this earth which can give
complete deliverance to the original spirit providing it takes notice of the small voice within, of the inner urge which is
the manifestation of the divine spark placed by Me into the person….
But during earthly life My adversary has the same claim on him, and he will also try to assert it…. The human being is
at all times subject to influences from above and below, however, he himself has to decide who will gain power over
him. And this is his final test of will, that he consciously strives towards Me as his God and Father, and no-one can
make this free decision for him, nevertheless, he is granted assistance in every way because I, too, long for his return
and, like a truly good Father, will guide My child by the hand if only it will reach out for it and allow itself to be drawn
by Me…. For I want all My living creations to become blissfully happy, and I have truly taken all possibilities into
account in order to achieve this very goal of Mine.
AMEN

***
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B.D. 8252, August 26, 1962
CONCEPT OF THE EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH
The evolution of the Earth required an extremely long time. You cannot think that far back because you do not have the
ability to grasp such a concept of time. The time period taken for MY created beings to fall away was so long that the
concept of "Time" is totally inadequate to describe this slow evolution of the Earth. Only the self-conscious being in his
state of imperfection understands the term, "Time". For the perfected being the concept of time does not exist.
Therefore, people can only estimate the time of the evolution of the Earth. But unless they think in terms of Eternity it
would never come near the Truth. The falling away from ME took a very long time and a similar period of time is
needed for the leading back of the apostate spirituals.
When you realize that you are coming close to the time when you will be united with ME again, with eternities behind
you, when you realize you will soon conclude your path of development resulting in your freedom from exterior form,
and when you realize that your fall from ME took eternities and you can become free from your great guilt through
JESUS CHRIST, then you must truly have only one thought: to surrender earnestly to the Divine Redeemer JESUS
CHRIST, and ask HIM for strength to unite yourself with your Father GOD. You see HIM in JESUS CHRIST, so trust
yourself to HIM in Love and humility, destroying your sin of self-love and pride.
Your thoughts are always limited, therefore you cannot understand that endless time has passed since you were taken
from the power of MY opponent and bound through MY Will, to develop upwards. You cannot be given the memory of
that extremely long path, for then it would not be possible to continue your journey on Earth in free will. If you had such
knowledge, fear would drive you to live according to MY Will and you could never become perfected, for this requires a
free will. However, if you know about the course of your soul before your incarnation as man, your sense of
responsibility will be stronger. The result of scientific research of people is of value if they think they can prove to you
that it took thousands of years for the evolution of the Earth and the development of its inhabitants, it might help you to
see how long you have traveled through this Earth, though not as self-conscious beings. You know also that the entire
creation contains spirituality which is taking the path of higher development to become what it was in the beginning,
free beings with self awareness, who were active in strength and Light as was their destiny when I created them through
the power of MY Love.
This can only be accepted by faith, because it cannot be proven. But it can become a strong faith if man in his last state
on this Earth seeks to adopt the nature of his GOD and Father, and change his nature to Love, thus uniting himself to
ME. As long as I am present, and I am Love itself, you can be convinced in your faith and know that you are going
through this Earth to bring this endless former path and its mission to an end. When you strive toward ME with all your
strength and find union with ME, your Eternal Father, you will be indescribably happy. AMEN
***
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B.D. 8414, February 17, 1963
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF LIFE ON EARTH AS A HUMAN BEING
Your life as a human being is the last stage in the development of the once fallen entity which is personified as the ‘soul’
within you and which, still enclosed in a physical external shape, can now overcome it and leave this form to enter the
spiritual kingdom as a spiritual being. During this earthly existence the last transformation into the original entity can
take place again if free will is used correctly, that is, if it consciously strives to return to Me again, Whom it had once
left voluntarily… And this transformation is certainly possible because the human being receives a multitude of
blessings and with the right use of these blessings has enough strength available to cast off all impurities and to live
wholly within the divine order; that is, to live a life of love through which he can spiritualise soul and body and thus the
return to Me is accomplished … However, the human being can also disregard all the blessings at his disposal and
instead of ascending he can return into the abyss; this cannot be prevented because he has free will as a sign of his
divine origin… But then he places himself once again into the dreadful fate of bondage and it will take an infinitely long
time until he finally can be released again…
You do not want to believe how significant earthly existence is for you human beings and are therefore half-hearted in
accomplishing your task on earth. But it concerns your own destiny, you yourselves have to bear the consequences, and
the fate you prepare for yourselves cannot be taken away from you. You can choose between everlasting happiness and
an infinitely long state of torment and you are doing little to acquire the first; instead you rather follow your earthly path
indifferently … And if fellow human beings, who know of the great significance of earthly life, draw your attention to
this you listen with disbelief and remain unimpressed but believe them to be fantasists instead of thinking about the
reasons for your earthly existence yourselves… Yet time and again you will be confronted with events which could
cause you to think… Time and again your thoughts are pushed into that direction by means of conversations, the reading
of books and your own experiences so that you should become mentally active and ask questions which concern you and
your earthly existence.
If only you would believe that human earthly life is a most significant gift of grace which, if you make right use of it,
can lead to unimaginable happiness… if only you would believe that there is meaning and purpose to your earthly life,
that you are not ‘chance life forms’ who are not responsible for their earthly progress and cease to exist when the body
dies… It is the soul… the original spirit which once had fallen away… who should achieve its final release from all
physical external form and human earthly life is the last phase of an endless long process of development…
You humans are self-aware and you are only ‘self-aware’ because your outer cover incorporates an original spirit who
once came forth from Me as a self-aware entity … Thus, not your body nor your intelligence triggers your
consciousness of self but your soul, which is your real life and which ultimately turns the human being into a self-aware
being. Without this soul the human being is only a physical outer shape without life, even when all internal organs are
present they cannot function without this soul… The ‘life’ of this outer shape depends on that soul… an original spirit…
who enlivens the body and enables it to function in all manners…
You humans should always keep in mind that you live on earth for a specific purpose and should try to find this cause
and purpose, then you will also receive explanations in the form of thoughts, which I Myself will send to you in order
that you may come to understand it. And thus I will send you My messengers again and again and through these try to
make you think, and it will certainly be a blessing for you if you don’t walk through life in ignorance but also use the
gift of intelligence. This can result in the right attitude towards your God and Creator and with this you will also find
the right knowledge… Because I truly care that every single human being should use the short time of grace as a human
being in the right way and reach his final destination… that his soul will return to Me again from Whom it once had
come forth as created spirit. AMEN
***
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B.D. 8465, April 12, 1963
WHY DOES MANKIND AT LARGE NOT KNOW GOD’S SALVATION PLAN?... THE IMMINENT END CALLS
FOR EXPLANATIONS
If only you would approach Me always, then you would be helped in every need and distress, whether spiritual or material, you would be provided as will best benefit your soul, because only the pure Truth blesses. I have set you no limits, and if you
desire to widen your spiritual knowledge, I shall always be prepared to instruct you.
You ask why now knowledge is being revealed to you of which hitherto you had known very little, if anything. And I give
you the reason: there have been people time and again whose spiritual level permitted them to be introduced into the deepest
secrets of Creation, and who therefore were acquainted with primeval beginnings to all Creation: about the apostasy from Me,
and My Salvation plan from eternity. Such knowledge however could not be passed onto fellowmen when these found
themselves at a level of development lower than those who had received it from Me.
It would have never been comprehended at its depth, and had men taken it over only literally, their intellect would have
caused them to dismiss same as delusions of dreamers, since an unawakened spirit could not grasp it. And during My earthwalk too, people found themselves at a very low spiritual level because they were still dominated by My adversary, who was
the cause of the great spiritual darkness.
And hence there were only very few men whom I could instruct about such Creation secrets as well, and even these had
difficulty grasping same, because they were still encumbered by original sin, and this signified deficient cognition. They did
question Me time and again indeed but I could only keep referring them to the illumination of their spirit after My death on
the cross, following the works of salvation, which lifted the heavy darkness from those who were devoted to Me in love.
Therefore it was these who came to gradually comprehend what I had taught them, but they would not have been able to pass
on the knowledge for the above reason - their fellowmen of unawakened spirit would have been incapable of grasping it. Since yonder teaching the outcome of an awakened spirit - was only the consequence of a correct life-style - the result of
fulfilling the Commandments of love which I taught mankind above everything else, men had to first be stimulated towards
fulfilment of these My Commandments of love. And you need to know, moreover, that My disciples wrote down for posterity
what I Myself directed them to.
Because even they could not yet grasp the deepest wisdom and hence adhered to My instructions to only proclaim what I had
spoken to those who followed Me and regard Me as a prophet, expecting miracles of all kinds and healing of all their
afflictions; who drew comfort and strength from My words and whose faith in the One and Only God I could strengthen
because they were of good will. But of those who wanted to penetrate more deeply there were only a few, and these were
moved more by their intellect than their heart, asking Me about things only I could answer.
These indeed accepted My explanations, but without a deeper perception, except for a few whose hearts were love-prone and
who recognised Me as their God and Creator. That these were initiated and very happy about such teaching goes without
saying, but it simply remained as a pleasing spiritual treasure, which I Myself had taught them, without being passed on to
their fellowmen or their descendants; because these were not capable of understanding, and such discussions were therefore
not mentioned by My disciples.
And furthermore, such knowledge about primordial beginnings and ultimate purpose of all Creation was not essential for
mankind and indeed often not beneficial, because had it been given them as dogma, it could have under certain circumstances
acted coercively upon man's free will; where if held to be true, may have evoked horror at man's pre-development stage; and
men would not have felt free, or not have generated love for a God Whose plan was completely incomprehensible.
But where I was able to convey divine Revelations to earth, such knowledge was also imparted to mankind. And the
proximity of the end explains why a clear account is constantly being given, because man's responsibility cannot be set forth
too vividly, concerning as it does the process of re-banning, which takes place only at the end of a salvation period (or ‘of an
age’) and is extremely portentous for all souls in their upward-development. Prior to this, the souls who failed to ripen on
earth still had the opportunity to do so in the beyond. But at the end of a salvation period this opportunity ceases; then
something horrendous becomes the soul's lot - a renewed dissolving and the banning of the individual particles inside solid
matter.
What could be more natural therefore than My informing you men about what awaits you if you fail? You would be able to
pass your earth-test without such knowledge, provided you were to live within love. But where love has turned cold and
failure becomes inevitable, and the soul's fate sealed by re-banning, there I apply all means for rousing mankind; then also
ensuring that men can obtain clarification about the great plan of Creation, even though the result is hardly more than men's
hearkening to such knowledge with incredulity, rejecting more than accepting it.
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I am however also acquainted with the individual's will, and know therefore those who do not shut themselves off to yonder
knowledge and who therefore derive the necessary benefit there from; and to these I verily convey same, just as I have always
led all those into Truth, - into the deepest spiritual knowledge, who were in their hearts yearning for enlightenment and were
also receptive to such through a life of love. Because you are to acknowledge a God of Love, Wisdom and Power in all
happenings, and you should trust Me and always avail yourselves of My power, because the affliction shall still be great
before the end; but whoever endures to the end shall be blessed.
AMEN
***
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B.D. 8566, July 22, 1963
PROCEDURE OF CREATION AND APOSTASY OF THE BEINGS
Believe Me that I gladly instruct you when I recognize your longing for knowledge based on the Truth, because from
ME emanates only Light and this Light radiates through darkness. But you are still in a lightless territory whither the
Light has to be led for such a long time until you are replenished with it so that you yourself can radiate it. -You are
ready to receive the Light-ray coming from ME as soon as you desire enlightenment about regions which are still in
darkness for you. -And then I can shine upon you, I can again transfer you slowly info a state of knowledge and
introduce you to a knowledge that gives you Bliss. And it shall become Light in you; you will know from whence you
came and what your last aim is. Only I MYSELF can give you this knowledge, Who created you for My delight.
You proceeded from ME. My Love-Force put Creatures outside of ME who corresponded to MYSELF. They were
independent beings - that I created as "miniatures" of MYSELF. I gave those Creations life, i.e. they could act and create
like MYSELF; they could also hear MY voice and therefore they knew about ME as their GOD and Creator; -they were
loyally devoted to ME and extremely blissful. But you people know little or nothing about the kingdom of these former
happy Spirits. This realm was created when I wanted to recognize MYSELF in the images, and I created vessels into
which I could pour My Love. -Because this was the cause for the Creation of the spiritual beings. My endless Love
wanted to give away Itself into beings of the same kind, that in their perfection gave ME an unimaginable Bliss.
I created for My delight a spiritual world with spiritual beings as inhabitants. I enlivened it with Creations of most
wondrous species and enjoyed the Blissfulness of those beings for whom I prepared such a Bliss, because Love urged
ME to do so - as Love was and is My Ur-element. For an endless time this spiritual world existed in harmony and in the
most intimate union of all beings with ME, their Creator and Maintainer. Throughout endless time were these beings
united in their will and in their Love with ME. Because the first Created being that I MYSELF put forth in all its
perfection, was devoted to ME in deepest Love. It found unlimited Bliss by creating always new beings that his will -by
using My Force -put in existence; -as it was My Will too because the Love which that being felt for ME had as
consequence also the same directed will. And therefore there was in the spiritual world nothing inharmonious; there
existed nothing that contradicted My Will; it was a world of unlimited Bliss because all spiritual beings were filled with
Love and Strength, and could Create with their own will - that was My Will too, as long as My Love-Force radiated
through all My Creatures.
This perfect state did not last, because I did not chain the spiritual being through My Will. I gave each single being the
free will as a symbol of its Divinity. - And this free- will had also the first created being -Lucifer -and he misused it. Had
Lucifer striven in free-will the same thing as I MYSELF did, he would have been happy without limit and could have
remained so eternally. But he misused the freedom of his will and directed it wrongly, and that caused a spiritual
rebellion with consequences of such impact, that you people possibly cannot understand.
But you human beings are the product of this ancient spiritual revolution. -The first created being -Lucifer -with whom I
had steady contact through the Word, possessed as all the other Created beings the ability to think. And therefore he also
was able to interpret My Word in a wrong way; he had a free will and could therefore change the direction of his sense.
He could trespass the law of eternal Order and could set up completely wrong concepts, and through these he caused a
confusion of thoughts within himself and within the other beings who were allied to him that produced extremely grave
consequences.
And he transferred his wrong thinking also to the beings who proceeded from him under the use of My Force. There
followed a general opposition against ME; the beings resisted ME; they no longer accepted the radiation of My Love
without resistance and they became by that weak and lightless too. -They opposed the law of eternal Order; their
thoughts went own ways. -In the multitude of the Ur-created Spirits there arose a unbelievable chaos. They now had to
decide to whom they wanted to belong -with the result that countless beings apostatized from ME. But I did not hinder
all this because I visualized in this chaos only a way that would lead to still greater Bliss, then I could prepare for the
Created beings -who indeed emanated from ME in all perfection, but were nevertheless only My "deeds".
Now after the apostasy from ME, they had the possibility of returning as children to ME and in this way transcending
their original Bliss far more. But the free-will must realize this return, for only then is the being quite independent from
ME, from My Force and from My Will and nevertheless it will move in My Will, because through its now achieved
perfection it entered completely into My Will. -You humans are on this way of return to ME when you walk over this
Earth. And if you are of good will My Love- Light can radiate through you again and you can win back the cognizance
that was once yours but that you gave away voluntarily.
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I do not know of any greater Bliss than to transfer this knowledge to you, to offer you again and again My great Love
and to change your state that is without Light and knowledge. Thus you can gain once more endless happiness and reach
your aim to return to ME as true children to your Father in Eternity, Who loves you and will love you eternally, because
HE created you once out of HIS Love. AMEN
***
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B.D. 8575, July 30.-31, 1963
EXPLANATION OF MATTER AND ITS TASK
All matter is solidified spirit.... And thus the whole earthly-material world consists of My once emanated spiritual
strength which initially did not fulfil its purpose since it was not forced to do so but which, according to eternal law,
should become active and therefore was reshaped into manifold kinds of creation whose function was subject to natural
law and had to be fulfilled in the law of compulsion. Through its lawful completion of activity the spiritual substance
acquires a continually higher degree of development, and thus creation is fundamentally spiritual substance in the most
varied degrees of development…. The development proceeds from the hardest rock, as plant or animal up to the human
being and is guaranteed by the constantly serving function of every single work of creation. Time after time matter will
be dissolved again, that is, the spiritual substance constantly changes its external form and receives another, more
advanced form and thus gradually matures until the last stage, when it may embody itself as a human being in order to
release itself, again by means of useful activity, from the final form on this earth.
Physical shells or external forms will always shelter more mature spiritual substances within themselves and serve them
to mature…. The shells themselves will always be dissolved again, and the spiritual substances within will likewise
unite with equally mature substances and accept their next forms until all the strength, which was originally emanated as
a ‘being’, has gathered again and exists in its original composition again yet devoid of all love, which it once no longer
wanted to accept from Me. This love is then added by Me as a gift of grace in the form of a tiny spark to the original
spirit who then walks across earth as the human being’s soul, and then he will be able to attain perfection again, he will
be able to become as perfect again as he was when he first originated from Me, and then the ultimate goal I had in mind
when I created the beings will have been achieved ….
But it takes an infinitely long time for the former being to travel the path through the creations of earth, for what is
visible to you as matter needed long periods of time for its transformation already, since the initially hard matter, the
world of rocks, does not easily let go of the spiritual substances. If lawful natural influences did not cause a dissolution
of the hard external shape it could take eternities until a slight loosening occurs, until the world of rocks shows a small
flicker of life in so far as that it changes within itself or falls apart and releases the constrained spiritual substance, which
will then be bound again in a lighter form. And thus the form will be ever easier to dissolve, and all works of creation
provide the spiritual substances with the opportunity to mature in them thereby gradually bringing this initially
completely hardened, lifeless spirit to life.... The succession of external shapes proceeds ever more rapidly, and a
continuous cycle of life and death, of development and disintegration can be observed throughout creation …. Yet the
spirit’s process of development takes an infinitely long time which comes to an end as a human being on earth. The fact
that every external form is spiritual substance at the beginning of its development, and the fact that every external form,
in turn, shelters spiritual substances within itself which have already acquired a higher degree of maturity and are meant
to mature further within the form, has to be kept apart…. And thus the external shell need never be rated as highly as the
spiritual substance that shelters within it, the dissolution of the external form will always be an act of liberation for the
captive spirit therein and simultaneously signify a degree of higher development for the matter which, as external form,
envelopes the substances of soul. These covers still need a long time until they, too, complete their final earthly progress
as part of a soul. Yet the more willingly such a shell carries out its ‘service’ the faster it will progress, but always within
lawful order. And thus, even the final external cover.... the human body…. has a very significant task, the fulfilment of
which can also enable the body’s own intrinsic spiritual substances to rapidly progress in their development…. if the
body totally complies with the soul’s demands it can thus also be spiritualised during its earthly life, which could mean a
shortened earthly progress for a fallen original spirit, whose body’s exceptional service and suffering contributes
towards the original spirit’s return to Me, when he travels the path across earth as a human being and no longer needs to
fear a new descent into the abyss because these already matured substances assure him certain completion…. The
knowledge of this can motivate you to fully consciously strive for the body’s spiritualisation during its earthly life and
thus lead a way of life which completely corresponds to the commandments of love, for love is the way which leads to
complete spiritualisation of the body. AMEN
***
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B.D. 8622, September 21, 1963
INSCRUTABILITY OF THE DEITY
You should believe that you humans will eternally be unable to fathom My fundamental nature. It is not possible to
make you understand what I Am in essence, for your thinking is still limited, and thus you are incapable of
comprehending the infinite. Infinite, however, is the spirit for Whom you created the term ‘God’. And what this spirit is
in Itself again cannot be explained to you either, because He has no form and you always imagine everything in
existence as a form…. especially when it is of substance, thus when it possesses a thinking will. I, however, certainly
exist but Am not conceivable in any shape…. I Am unlimited strength Which works without limitation.... And thus this
strength permeates the entire universe, It permeates every physical and spiritual creation. And It always and forever
works in lawful order…. For a thinking will directs this spiritual strength according to a plan in love and wisdom. This
‘thinking will’ entitles you to imagine a Being, you just may not give this Being a form but have to regard everything
that is visible to you and all spiritual creations as imbued by My strength of love…. by My spirit…. with Which,
however, you are able to make mental contact, because I Myself Am a thinking Being.
My fundamental nature, My spirit, My love, My strength.... everything is the same. The all-pervading strength is God….
love in itself is God…. The spirit is God. And yet God is a Being, for a thinking will determines how the love, the
strength, the spirit expresses itself, it determines My every reign and activity. And though the strength of love dispersed
itself into countless tiny sparks…. each tiny spark is again the same as I Myself: a spirit with the same characteristics as
I Myself, only extremely small…. and yet powerful, for it is a carrier of the eternal Deity Itself again or it could not
continue to exist if it were not permeated by My strength of love. And thus the human being can indeed liken himself to
Me Myself, because you all are images of Me. Nevertheless you are finite beings, you are a part of Me which has to be
looked upon as finite as long as you are still imperfect. Once you become perfect again, as you were in the beginning,
then the fusion with Me will take place again too, and then it will be easier for you to form a concept of the Deity, albeit
I Am and will remain inscrutable to you in My innermost nature. But then you will no longer apply limited standards as
you do as human beings and which is the reason for your frequently misguided reasoning.
I Am a spirit, that Is, I Am a Being Which is not perceptible to your human senses but Which nevertheless exists….
Which, however, is a Being because you can recognise meaning and purpose in everything I brought into existence and
thus arrive at the logical conclusion of a Might capable of thought and will. Therefore you should contact this Might
Which cannot be denied by you. For only this connection, the union, makes you realise that you are the same in your
fundamental nature…. And when this Might speaks to you, then it does not address your external shell.... the body….
but what is inside of this shell, which characterises you as a divine image: your spirit, which thus emerged from Me
(was given to you) and is part of Me…. which you once rejected and which was given to you again as a tiny spark for
your existence as a human being, with other words: I speak to the eternally immortal part in you, I speak to what belongs
to Me Myself, which emanated from Me Myself as a minute spark and shelters in your human cover, which is only
evidence again that I Myself wanted to find Myself again in you, My living creations, and thus you will also stay
inseparably connected to Me, because My spirit is undividable…. Because My strength of love assures your existence,
because you can never again cease to exist, for you are My emanated strength which, according to eternal law, has to
return to the source of strength again.
You will only understand all this in the state of perfection, your thinking will no longer be limited but you will also
know that I Am a Being to Whom all your love belongs, you will know that I Am love Myself, and you will understand
why you were unable to grasp all this as a human being. For as long as I Myself…. My spirit…. My love, cannot take
full possession of you because you are still imperfect I cannot permeate you such that you are radiantly enlightened
either. Yet I Am active in you, as far as this is possible, as far as your degree of maturity permits it…. bestowing ever
more light upon you, so that one day you will reach perfection. AMEN

***
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B.D. 8613, September 11, 1963
CREATION IS THE WORK OF GOD (Romans 8:19-22)
All My Creation works prove My endless Love to you, My unsurpassed wisdom and My ALL -Might. Because they
originated solely for the rescue, for the bringing back of the once fallen spirituals. Therefore the whole Creation work is
the expression of My overwhelming Love, because it was especially meant for those spiritual beings that opposed ME
and who rejected My Love and thus were so to speak no longer worthy of My Love. Nevertheless it was just this
rebellious spiritual that moved ME to build Creation-Works, so that they might give up their resistance and should return to ME again.
At first Love paid no attention to the resistance, but took instead the fallen spiritual into custody, i.e., My wisdom and
My might dissolved the beings into countless particles and My Love -Force enveloped them and transformed these once
radiated Force into Creation-Works, and My Wisdom designed once more their destiny. To put a Creation-Work into
existence, Love, Wisdom and Might were active without interruption. Therefore, was and is the Creation in the purest
sense of the word, a divine Work, a testimony of ME in My BEING, and that should seem to you people as the greatest
miracle, once you seriously meditate about it.
And this Creation, which is constantly changing, will remain a miracle because it deals not with lifeless things. The
functions of the single Creation-Works proves to every thinking person a living GOD, full of Wisdom, Whose WillForce and Love is inexhaustible, Whose Might is without limit, Who unceasingly Creates Forms that harbor the once
fallen tiny particles that serve in the Creation-Works under the law of "must". Because I wrenched this fallen spiritual
from the domination of My opponent, of the might of that one who once caused its fall -whom it once followed
voluntarily. It was indeed his, just because it followed him voluntarily, but he was deprived of all power over the
spiritual, once My Life-Force changed it into matter. This spiritual being wrenched from the influence of My opponent
was now subject to My Law. It was no longer free, because it had foregone its freedom. But for its own sake it has to
serve in abound state, placed under My Law.
The whole Creation is a work of My Love for this fallen, unhappy spiritual being that travels the way in the Creation
also in great grief. (Romans 8:19-22)
But once the fallen being has passed its way through the Creation and walks now as man over the Earth, then the
Creation-Work is also apparent to him and he can be pleased with it, because he has gone beyond the state of grief; he
sees the Creation in all magnificence, before him and it proves to him the Creator's Love, Wisdom and Might as soon as
he starts to give up his last resistance against ME.
But he himself is indeed partially free, but still exposed to the influence of My opponent, who previously had no power
over the being. Man still belongs to My opponent until he has disengaged himself from him in free-will.
And thus you must rightly understand: My Creation can make humans happy and will do so because it is My work. Only I used the Force that once radiated out of ME as being, to its origin, solely transforming the Force into the most
varied Works of My Love and Wisdom -that it is however in its substance the fallen spiritual and therefore belongs to
My opponent, and it will be his share until the fallen spiritual, entirely redeemed has returned to ME. You people do not
see the "fallen" in the Creation..., but you see only the Works of My Love. And you may enjoy those, you may
recognize MYSELF therein and you may consider yourself happy that you have already covered the way through the
Creation and are close to your perfection.
But you should also think thereon, that the real world is a spiritual one, that can only be seen by one with spiritual
vision, that all that is visible to you is only the reflected splendor of this real spiritual world. You should think thereon
that each matter is hardened spiritual substance and that this indurations was again only the consequence of the
resistance against ME, the rejection of My Love-Force. Then you will understand that the earthly substance is
spirituality in rebellion against ME, and that My Love and Wisdom induced it to a serving function in order to break its
resistance and lead the spirituality back to its Ur-state.
The apostasy of the beings from ME produced the hardening of the spiritual substance and therefore it belongs to My
opponent until this substance is again spiritualized.
That does not prevent ME from taking away his power over this spirituality and transforming it into Creations of all
kinds, with the purpose of its final, voluntary withdrawing from him and return to ME. And so remains the Creation
forever a divine Work, a Work of My endless Love and Wisdom that only I MYSELF could bring into existence. In ME
dwells all Might and Force and I can realize everything that My Love and Wisdom want, and has recognized as
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successful. AMEN
***
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B.D. 8672, November 13, 1963
CAUSE OF LUCIFER’S APOSTASY FROM GOD
When I called miniatures of Myself into being I was motivated to do so by My infinite love which wanted to give itself
away, which wanted to create vessels for itself in order to flow into them…. My love demonstrates itself as strength, and
this strength wanted to be creatively active, and thus My creations…. because My strength flowed into these vessels….
likewise had to be creatively active again, for these beings, as images of Myself, had the same intrinsic creative urge
which impelled the constantly inflowing strength into activity again, because the strength which emanated from Me as
the primary source of strength constantly created life. And thus you will understand that all beings which had come forth
from Me were in a state where they knew no restriction in the creation of manifold works, which made them blissfully
happy…. but that they, like Me, were not subjected to any restriction either, for My love was infinite, and thus My
strength of love flowed into all beings in order to give them pleasure.
Neither did the being’s creative activity ever come to a standstill, because My strength had no limitation, it will never
spend itself, it will always and forever flow, and thus new creations will eternally arise, just as all My once emanated
beings will receive My unlimited strength for creating and shaping as long as they open themselves to Me, i.e., as long
as they do not resist My illumination of love. And this blissful state truly would never have needed to end because I, for
My part, would never have imposed a restriction on the beings and thus they never needed to fear a lessening of strength
either. And yet a change occurred in the beings’ greater than blissful state…. caused by a situation which the beings
considered to be imperfect: the fact that I Myself, their God and Creator, was not visible to them as a being like
themselves, that they indeed knew of Me as their Father from Whom they had originated, but because I did not visibly
present Myself to them they looked at it as a limitation of My perfection. They began to entertain wrong thoughts since
they did not openly raise this question with Me Myself, which I would have answered so that they could have realised
and corrected their wrong notion….
But they believed they could conceal these inner doubts about My perfection, and yet I knew of them…. However, I did
not use coercion but gave their thoughts free rein which they nevertheless misused…. For they also recognised the same
doubts about My perfection in the first being I had externalised and whose beauty radiated in supreme brilliance…. For
eternities this being had given Me all its love indeed, and in this love it was exceedingly happy and shared My will….
even though its will was also free.
Yet now and then small doubts arose even in this brightly radiating being because it could not see Me either.
Nevertheless, time and again its great love for Me suppressed the emerging doubts, and it gave itself to Me finding its
beatitude in constantly creating same-natured beings by means of its will and the use of My strength. Yet this doubt
about Me kept emerging and he, too, did not put it to Me, which he could have done…. He nourished the doubt so that it
became increasingly stronger and reduced his love for Me…. But thereby he also weakened himself since his reduced
love for Me also lessened My flow of love and thus restricted his creative activity as well.
Had he been able to see Me it would not have been possible for him to turn away from Me, yet the fire of My love
would have consumed him, for no created being is able to look into the primal fire of My love without ceasing to exist…
He knew it, too, because he possessed supremely enlightened awareness, yet he played with the thought to be greater
than Me because he radiated in brightest light and supremely perfected beauty…. He could not imagine any being to
exceed him in light and beauty, and therefore he also claimed the right to rule over all created beings, whom he
undoubtedly had created but the strength to do so he had received from Me. He now saw his power in the host of the
spiritual beings and therefore believed himself able to do without My strength, he believed that he had withdrawn it
from Me through the creation of the countless beings, and the fact that I did not visibly present Myself to him was
regarded by him as evidence of My powerlessness….
And I did not disillusion him because I had externalised him as a completely free being which I will never ever compel
into changing its will and its thinking…. even if he keeps his distance from Me for eternities. Now My strength met with
opposition and resistance, and consequently it remained completely ineffective. And now this, My first-created being, is
no longer capable of generating any works of creation, yet it believes itself great and powerful because it looks upon the
immense number of spiritual beings as his possession, who, like him, had revolted against Me and rejected My
illumination of love…. They, too, are incapable of any activity, because they also moved infinitely far away from Me.
But it was their free will, which I respect and thus they will remain distant from Me until they voluntarily approach Me
again and appeal to Me for My illumination of love…. Even the first-created being.... My present adversary…. will take
the path of return to Me one day, sooner or later he, too, will long for My illumination of love again and voluntarily
accept it from Me, because one day he will give up his resistance, even if it takes an eternity…. Yet everything that was
once emanated by Me as strength will inevitably return to the eternal source of strength again.
AMEN

***
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B.D. 8675, November 16, 1963
QUESTION: WHAT WOULD HAVE HAPPENED HAD ADAM NOT FAILED?
I want you to ask questions so that I can instruct you truthfully…. For these questions, too, are placed by Me into your
heart because I know what you still need, and I want to give you enlightenment. You humans will find it impossible to
understand all spiritual correlations down to the last detail as long as you are not yet so perfected that I can completely
permeate you with the light of My love which then will also guarantee you brightest knowledge. Yet I can already
inform you beforehand in relation to your intellectual capacity so that you need not fall prey to wrong thoughts and
become receptive to misguided teachings: ….
The guilt of the beings’ which had fallen away from Me was immeasurably huge…. However, it primarily consisted of
the fact that they no longer wanted to acknowledge Me despite their state of light which clearly revealed their former
origin to them. They sinned against Me in spite of better knowledge. Nevertheless, My love for them was so great that I
made their return to Me dependent on their full acknowledgement of Myself and the admission of their guilt to have
sinned against Me as their God and Father. But it always has to be emphasized that due to their apostasy My adversary
had taken possession of the beings and that they were too weak to remove themselves from his power…. Only love
could give them the strength to free themselves from him.... Love was the only means which rendered the adversary
powerless, only love could conquer him…. Yet the beings had voluntarily renounced love, they repelled My
illumination of love and thereby were completely at My adversary’s mercy. I, however, gave the first human beings the
opportunity to accept love from Me again…. I endowed them with every gift and ability, and they had dominion over
the whole earth…. I offered them an infinite measure of love which they merely needed to reciprocate by fulfilling My
not too difficult commandment…. By reciprocating My love they, in turn, would have gained a measure of strength
with which they could easily have resisted My adversary and released themselves from his bondage, and by fulfilling
My will they would also have confessed their past sin…. they would have entered into My will again and every being,
living on earth as a human being after them, would have done the same….
And thus humanity repentantly would have returned to Me within a short time, for Adam’s inherent strength as a result
of his right kind of love would have transferred itself onto all his descendants, the complete spiritualisation of the once
fallen beings would have proceeded swiftly, precisely because the first human beings would have recognised their
immense original guilt and through heartfelt love for Me would soon have removed it. For a sin against love.... a sin
against Me Myself…. could only be cancelled through love again…. And truly, what I bestowed upon the first human
beings when they took possession of the earth should have ignited their love into a brightest blaze…. For I only
demanded ‘love’ as atonement.... which was then…. because Adam and the human generation had failed…. shown to
Me by the man Jesus to such an extent that he thereby has redeemed the immense guilt…. Only love was able to atone
this guilt. And the first human beings truly could have mustered love, for their surrounding creation offered them
incomparable glories which, after the agonizing state of constraint, made them blissfully happy and this beatitude could
also have triggered a divine love within themselves, a love which only ever had to give thanks and praise and could have
inspired their deeply felt devotion for Me….
Yet for the sake of testing their will, which formerly had been misused, I also had to grant My adversary the right to
fight for his followers during their earthly life. And in order to reveal to the first human beings the great danger of a
repeated offence against Me I only gave them an easy commandment which they were able to fulfil and had to fulfil if
their love for Me would have reached this said degree which ensured their complete devotion to Me, which totally
would have deprived the adversary of his power. He, too, tried everything to bring the first human beings to fall, and
thus he opposed My easy commandment with a promise which, however,.... because he was My adversary…. consisted
of a lie and he impelled the human beings into a wrong kind of love…. He promised them that they would be ‘like God’
if they transgressed My commandment, he portrayed Me as a liar, since I had announced their death if they disobeyed
My commandment…. And people believed him, not Me. And this was the repeated grave sin which also placed all
descendants into a state of weakness so that they could no longer liberate themselves from the adversary on their own
and which subsequently necessitated Jesus Christ’s act of Salvation, if people should one day be delivered from utmost
adversity….
Time after time I emphasize that only love was able to atone this immense guilt, that Adam would indeed have been
able to demonstrate this love to Me but that due to his fall and after his fall no being was capable any more to muster the
kind of love which would guarantee the redemption of the immense original sin…. and that the loving act of redemption
therefore had to be accomplished by Me Myself, Who manifested Himself in the human being Jesus….
Thus the human being Jesus had an abundance of divine love, and in His love He suffered the sacrificial death on the
cross, because no human being would have been able to return to Me without this act of Salvation, because My
adversary will not release any soul and on its own it is too weak to liberate itself from him…. And since I knew since
eternity that the first human being would fail, Jesus…. God’s only begotten Son…. offered Himself for this act of
Salvation, and He accomplished it because His love for Me and for all wretched souls was beyond measure. AMEN
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B.D. 8760, February 22, 1964
INFORMATION ABOUT GOD’S PLAN OF SALVATION
I want you to gain a little insight into My eternal plan of Salvation, and therefore I Am trying to inform you of it in
relation to your degree of maturity. I aim to impart this knowledge to you through My spirit so that you will live in
complete truth and you can also be certain of this truth yourselves. For only by way of the spirit is it possible to convey
the pure truth to you. You shall know about all things so that you will be able to refute misguided teachings which
hinder your return to Me, which thus shall be achieved through My plan of Salvation one day.
You shall know where you came from and what caused your apostasy from Me.... You shall know about the fate you
prepared for yourselves through your apostasy from Me. And you shall know the fact that and the reason why I
consequently prepared a plan to ensure your gradual path of return to Me…. You shall also be informed about this plan,
because only then will you understand your human existence on earth and live accordingly…. You will learn to
recognise and love the One Who brought the entire creation into existence for the sake of your beatitude, Who used His
might with infinite love and wisdom to bring creations of the most marvellous kind to life, which all correspond to their
specific purpose and only serve to accommodate the once-fallen spiritual substance in order to bring it to final maturity
one day…. so that one day it will return to Me, Who has been the origin of its existence and Who will be eternally
connected with My created beings because I love them….
You humans must know of My infinite love since this is the explanation for everything, or I could have destroyed what I
had created when it opposed Me…. But My love prevented Me from doing so, yet My love also wants to give joy to the
created beings, because love cannot bestow anything but happiness. Therefore a return of what has fallen away from Me
must inevitably take place, and the only objective of My eternal plan of Salvation is the final return of all fallen spirits.
The fact that I now give you such detailed information is only due to the last days, which necessitate a final act of help
for you humans. You should know what it is all about and that you do not have much time left to achieve this return to
Me.... You should not spend your days thoughtlessly but try to establish a close relationship with Me in order to be
guided through the chaos by Me, which will still befall humanity before the end, and for which you thus shall receive
the truthful explanation. If, however, you are kept in error, if you constantly hope for an earthly renaissance for
everyone, for earthly progress, because you do not know the meaning and purpose of all events which concern you, your
earthly life will have been futile for your soul, which is your real Self and does not cease to exist after the death of your
body. And I would like to protect it from the fate which then awaits the soul. I would like to prepare you for a state of
bliss because I love you, and therefore I repeatedly transmit the truth to earth which you need only accept in order to be
saved from the terrible fate of a new banishment into the creations of earth….
Anyone who knows My eternal plan of Salvation already lives his earthly life with a certain amount of happiness,
because he has recognised its meaning and purpose and thus lives consciously and always aspires to fulfil My will….
But a person who is not familiar with this information does not know a purpose of existence either, and he will only
accept worldly and never spiritual values, because the area of spirituality is completely unknown to him…. And then
again, only a person who has already established a relationship with Me due to his loving actions will muster the
understanding for My eternal plan of Salvation, for his spirit has already come alive, whereas the person without faith in
Me will think and act unkindly and never be accessible for such knowledge…. Thus he goes through life in dense
spiritual darkness and due to his blindness does not find the right way either.
But I want to offer all people the knowledge that they once originated from Me, that they voluntarily turned away from
Me, plunged into the abyss and were helped by My love to ascend from this abyss again, because My love for all created
beings is greater than great and this love will never change either.... And therefore I will not rest until I have regained
what has fallen away from Me, until it voluntarily strives towards Me again…. For this purpose it passes through
creation, which I once brought into existence for its return to Me.... Time and again I will impart this information to
people who want to unite with Me again and want to know the truth about the cause, meaning and purpose of their
existence on this earth.... And you will be instructed of it in all truthfulness, because only truth will set you free and lead
you back to Me again. AMEN
***
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B.D. 8770, March 4, 1964
CREATION PROCESS HAS TAKEN ETERNITIES
The act of creation was not the work of a moment, although this would have been within MY Power, but then creation
would have missed its purpose. Creation must guarantee a slow, upward development, which needs eternities. You must
understand that the description, given in scripture, the Book of the Fathers, gives only a pictorial description, because
people could not grasp anything deeper. They would not be able to understand the true nature of these events, but should
be taught that the creations were brought forth by MY Hand, that they were and are the work of MY Will and MY
Power.
Whoever wants to delve deeper will come to a deeper understanding. It is first of all necessary to know about the Power
which brought everything you see around you, into being, even creations you do not see. Before a deeper meaning can
be explained one must know about the original beginning of all that flowed out of ME as the power of Love to become~
independent beings. And one must know about their fall from ME and the great original sin with which these beings are
not burdened. Only then can the process of creation and the course of return be explained. However, those who are of an
unawakened spirit and hold on to the letter will never clearly understand. This teaching is difficult to under-stand, even
for those who are spiritually enlightened.
Such a creation needs endlessly long times of predevelopment for the spirituals who must develop higher in each work
of creation. They had fallen so deep that it has taken eternities to find their way upwards in creations of different kinds
from the most primitive to the most beautifully formed works brought into existence by MY Will, to contain spirituals
and to make it possible for them to reach a higher maturity.
So the creation work was in the beginning a concentration of undeveloped spirituals, whose substances slowly became
condensed to form a mass, which still could not be called hard matter, but could be understood as basic elements,
without form but of enormous power, because they contained the total uncontrolled spirituality. But MY Wisdom
distributed everything in the right measure, and used each element for MY creating work, so that separate forms came
forth, which must accomplish their purpose. So began the slow upbuilding of the visible creations which took an
eternally long time, until the Earth could support good vegetation and more and more matured spirituality could take
their abode in those creations, to go the path of upwards develop-ment in the plant world.
Then followed living beings, creations that could perform a certain task according to their nature, even though it was
very little. Again unimaginable times of development passed from the tiniest living beings until the world of animals,
who developed into constantly greater forms who had gathered within them much collected spirituality again to fulfill a
task: to exploit the Earth for the last crowning work of Divine creation, for man who had to go through all those first
stages. The soul is now the assembly of all those particles, which once belonged to an apostate original spirit and in a
dissolved state must go through the entire creation to develop slowly upwards again. Consequently, man could not have
been created at the time of "creating the world" even as all creation works was not the work of a moment. The slow
development had to proceed first; otherwise the creation would have been without purpose. It did not come into
existence for MY sake but for the apostate beings, to lead back the fallen.
Thus, each creation was the creativity of MY thoughts, and always occurred when another form was needed for that
spirituality which had reached a certain degree of maturity, so it could continue its development. So different creations
came into existence through countless phases of evolution. The plant world was only necessary when mineral creations
were freed and needed a lighter cover. Then the tiniest living creatures came into being, following the creation of the
plant-world.
I alone knew when the one or the other was needed, I knew also how much time the larger living beings, the animals
needed from here on to the Pre-Adamites, to mature the soul-substances which were incarnated in them. So I knew when
the time had come that the spirituals had gathered their particular particles to be incarnated as "Souls" in the last form.
Again I brought forth another creation, "Man", who is created so magnificent in exterior form that maturing to the
ultimate perfection is made possible.
This creation work of man occurred a long time ago, because periodically great changes took place, which makes a
calculation of the time since creation impossible. But this is certain; you can only come to an understanding of MY
Eternal Plan of Salvation when you have reached that degree of Light, which is needed to understand it.
But before you have received that inward Light you cannot imagine with your intellect the time that you call "Eternity".
Because your spirit is not sufficiently matured, you can only receive a simple description. It is only possible for an
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awakened spirit to have a deeper insight. But all this knowledge you will comprehend when your spirit has entered the
realm of Light and everything can be revealed. Then you will have the ability to understand. AMEN
***
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B.D. 8806, May 26, 1964
THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE UR GUILT IS NECESSARY TO UNDERSTAND THE WORK OF
REDEMPTION
Because mankind does not know about the original fall of man, you consider that the redemption work of Jesus Christ
was only a work of atonement for your human guilt. Yes, you give a verdict against His "work of redemption" because
you believe that everybody has to pay his debts scrupulously, coin by coin. Were it only your guilt that you denied and
are burdened with, as humans, then this point of view can be understood, but it is much more than that. It is the immense
Ur-guilt .... the fall of the spirits from Me .... a guilt that you could never expiate; that therefore can never be denied; that
is the cause of the whole creation and the reason for my becoming a human being in Jesus Christ. The reason for the fall
from Me was that the from-Me-created-beings could not see Me, and therefore I made Myself visible in Jesus Christ.
To him who only acknowledges the sin fall of the first man, it would seem incredible that a "Redeemer" was necessary
for this sin. He will defend always his point of view that the people should not be punished for a sin they did not
commit.
And so the sins which were committed by a man, as such, would be an offence against my love. But this is not
understood by them, they live in a state of lightlessness which is the consequence of that great Ur-guilt. This Ur-sin
explains everything, and as long as people don't know anything about the apostasy of the spirits, it is difficult for them to
believe in the divine redeemer who died on the cross for this sin. He Himself accepted the most horrible pains and
torture as an atonement-sacrifice to Me.
Therefore, every doctrine that denies the divine redeemer, which also repudiates the principle of redemption, must be
rejected as a false doctrine even if this activity is presented as the propagation of the divine love doctrine.
The redemption from the Ur-guilt is at stake, which I alone could accomplish through the man Jesus; that also explains
to you My incarnation because I Myself am a being that none of my creatures could see without passing-away.
Therefore, when I wished to be visible to your eyes, it could only be possible in the form of one of your equal beings,
which was for you the man Jesus. Therefore it is first of all necessary to know about the occurrence of the apostasy of
the beings from Me; then to understand the event of creation of the visible world. Then you must also understand the
further struggle between light and darkness and then the appearance of a rescuer of mankind through Jesus Christ -- (an
Ur-spirit that had not fallen, in whom I Myself was embodied) -- because there is no possible way for you to have an
idea about the "all creating force".
And therefore you can and must accept a redeemer who died on the cross for the guilt of all, who prayed for the
forgiveness of your guilt which cannot be granted at once. You yourself must ask HIM for it, because the fall happened
in free will and therefore the return through HIM shall take place also in free will.
There must be no doubt in you that a man who strives sincerely for perfection will receive pardon of his Ur-sin as well
as for all the others, so that all trespasses will be forgiven and the pardon assured.
Rarely is Jesus recognized as the Redeemer because all those false doctrines envision Him only as a man and an
ascending master. They will not accept My incarnation in Him so they do not ask Him for forgiveness of all their sins. It
is ONE that can release them from their guilt; only ONE has the power to write all guilt into the sand, and that is JESUS,
in whom I Myself became man. AMEN
***
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B.D. 8819, June 24, 1964
WHO WILL BELIEVE IN THE LONG PATH OF DEVELOPMENT?
Since your apostasy from ME an eon of years has passed, a concept of time you cannot grasp. If you are definitely
willing to return to me you can end that period. You have gone this long road back, dissolved into the tiniest particles.
For this reason creations had to be brought into existence which required endless periods until once again the original
spirit, as it had come forth from ME, had collected itself again. Each phase of your development contained innumerable
periods, and no phase could be left out. Every flower, every animal must be passed through, and all of this has taken
form in your soul.
But who will believe this? Who will believe that they have passed an endlessly long time before their existence as man
and who will understand that this is the last stretch of their return to the Father's House, to surrender their will to ME, to
end at last their long stage of development? When you believe this you will do your utmost to reach this consummation,
to become free from the exterior form. Indeed, who can disprove what you learn direct from ME? Who can better
explain the purpose and meaning of earthly life? Why do you listen to those who describe life as an end itself? You are
surrounded by spiritual darkness which is the work of MY opponent who urges you to turn from ME. This spiritual
darkness can only be lifted when I give you the right explanation. But to respect your free will I must leave you free to
accept it or not. You must acknowledge MY Love when I say: you will be banished again in hard matter, and warn you
to seek release from the last fetters. Acknowledge that Love wants to win you back. But you do not believe this; you
would rather believe in total annihilation after physical death. You will pass away but not in your spiritual substance. All
consciousness will be taken from you and your soul will again go through the painful path of development. O, if you
would only believe!
If you would realize you are immortal and everything will be transferred to where it belongs, according to its degree of
maturity, so that it can free itself from every material form and finally after a very long time return again to the House of
the Father. Realize that you must produce the Will to purify your soul in this short time of your life on Earth. Then truly
you will try everything to reach your objective, because the splendors, which are waiting for you are incomparable.
From where do you get the surety that all is over at the end of this life? You pit your own thinking against MY
revelations. Your intellect is under the influence of MY opponent when your will is turned away from ME. Therefore he
wants to keep you in great darkness and total blindness, so you would never find your way back to ME.
I can only happenings influence you through unusual, which will affect you. But blessed is he who will believe in ME. I
will reveal MYSELF to him and help him to understand. I have pity on MY creatures who could free themselves from
their bondage, but MY opponent will not let them go and their will is too weak to free themselves without the power I
will give them. But I cannot help them as long as their will opposes ME. AMEN
***
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B.D. 8910, January 12, 1965
GOOD AND EVIL… ETERNAL LAW
I also want to give you an explanation regarding this, for even the smallest doubt will prevent you from correcting the
notion that evil was placed into the being by Me. I did not create evil but I have known since eternity that evil would
prevail in the world of the fallen spirits…. I have known since eternity that I would be regarded as the source of evil
because I have always known what lies My adversary would use in the fight against Me in order to prevent the return to
Me…. But time and again I will give people the information which will enlighten them about My nature. And time and
again bearers of light from above will also descend to earth in order to clarify precisely this notion….
My nature is eternally good, It is incapable of ever transferring an evil thought onto Its created beings. This has to be
said first of all, so that you yourselves will not assume that you were created by Me with all bad characteristic and
longings. You were very intimately connected to Me for an endlessly long time and in this state did not know anything
anti-divine, you were with Me in heart and soul (of the same will), which enabled you to receive My strength of love
unimpeded and thereby you were infinitely happy.
But when My first-created spirit.... Lucifer or the bearer of light…. fell away from Me and thus all of you had to take the
test of will and choose which Lord to follow…. when you had to make the right decision of your own free will…. you
also had to be able to choose between good and evil, you had to know that evil came from My adversary, whereas only
good thoughts could flow from Me to you. Hence I gave you light.... the ability to differentiate between good and evil,
and in this bright light you could have recognised the source of evil. I indeed put up with evil because it was necessary
for your test of will, but I never approved of it…. Consequently, the being also had to be able to satisfy a longing if it
wanted it albeit it was an evil one…. just as longing had to be inside the being for the purpose of being good, which has
to be understood such that any longing can evolve, otherwise a decision could not be possible.
But the fact that the fallen beings only wanted to satisfy evil longings was not because they possessed this longing from
the start, rather My present adversary had first transferred this longing onto his followers. Thus the being had to be able
to experience every feeling, it must be able to arouse longings within itself, yet these longings need not have originated
from Me…. which is always the case when these longings are bad…. just as every non-fallen being has a longing which
only turns towards good….
Thus use the word ‘desire’ instead of ‘longing’.... which is in fact the same, and you will understand that every feeling
within the being originates from Me but that the direction it takes is determined by every being itself…. Therefore you
should come to Me with every doubt, with every question, and I will not leave your soul in distress, I will enlighten you,
so that you, who should uphold the truth given to you from above, will also be convinced of the truth yourselves…. For
it is essential to rectify many more misconceptions even if you believe to have the truth, for nothing that is given to still
imperfect human beings stays unchanged, no matter how pure it originated from above….
Therefore I reveal Myself time and again anew in order to send the pure truth to earth, and therefore you can also accept
everything without hesitation if you seriously examine it, for the pure truth from Me has to have the effect that it will be
recognised by those who receive it in the sincere desire for truth.
AMEN
***
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B.D. 8919, January 28, 1965
WHAT IS THE WORLD?
Look on the world with all its creations as a kingdom belonging to MY opponent. It contains all the apostate spirits, but
his power over them is taken from him during this period, when they move from one form to the other. Still, the world is
created in MY Love, Wisdom and Power, and MY adversary had no part in it. The control over his kingdom is taken
from him, although it belongs to him. It has arisen in all its beauty containing marvelous creations of all sorts. MY Love,
Wisdom and Power can be seen everywhere. Even if I have bound all spirituals still, creating the world gave ME great
pleasure. Here was the possibility that the power, which once flowed out of ME, could again become active. The power
which once as a being came forth out of ME rebelled, refusing to be active, and because they rejected the power of Love
were unable to be active.
I gave this power a purpose once again by bringing a world into existence with all its innumerable creations. The beings,
which remained true to ME, participated, because they also had the power to create. They knew MY thoughts, MY Plan
of Salvation, and took great pleasure in working with ME. In Love they were concerned about their fallen brothers,
whom they wanted to help lift out of the depths. This process requires an unimaginably long time when reckoned with
human eyes.
This did not trouble them because they were perfect therefore they had no concept of time. For this phase of man there
was no concept of time. This only began when men, as self-conscious beings, came into creation, and they will not lose
this time and space concept until they become perfect again. All creations are subject to this concept of time. Every form
whether mineral, plant or animal is bound to time. Therefore their upward development depends on duration of time.
This explains the continual changes seen in nature. This is also demonstrated by the forever-recurring seasons of spring,
summer, autumn and winter.
Everything took place in unsurpassed Wisdom, which will forever be unchangeable as long as creation exists, because it
is all carried out according to Divine law. For other worlds and beings there are different laws but each one contributes
to the upward development, and respects the degree of maturity already obtained. Therefore I look upon MY creations
with pleasure because I do not see the apostate, but rather the means to help the apostate spirits upwards. I consider all
these as an expression of MY Love and Wisdom, and as a means through which I will one day bring about the return of
all the fallen to ME.
You can enjoy MY creations. They offer you marvelous things, which you could never create. You constantly see and
are amazed but seldom consider how all this bears witness to MY Love, Power and Wisdom. Yet this creation exists for
your sake and you are the crowning of it, when as once fallen you take the last short road which lead to your restoration.
All that you see around you has served for this purpose, for you have overcome all these forms. But in the last stage as
man, MY opponent has again power over you, and this I cannot take from him. But you yourselves can accomplish this
when your will is surrendered to ME.
Again all the Light-beings will stand by you to support you in your battle against the enemy, because they all want you
to be free from him who alone was the cause of the existence of this Earth. He drew you to the depths. But you must
decide which power you want to join, and this decision determines your lot through Eternity. AMEN
***
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B.D. 8936, February 16, 1965
IN THE STATE OF COMPULSION PROGRESS IS GUARANTEED… BUT AS HUMAN BEING?
In all My creations, whatever they may be, developmental progress takes place, even if you humans are unable to
observe it…. Yet you should believe My Word that nothing will fall back again into a state that had already been
overcome…. This can only occur in the human stage because the human being is at liberty to travel the path of ascent or
slide into the abyss again. And if you consider that it took you an eternity before you were allowed to embody
yourselves as a human being, if you consider the infinitely long path which one day had to lead you to this incarnation
for sure, you would also feel responsible during this time on earth, which is truly just a short time compared to the
length of time of previous embodiments through the most diverse creations.
And yet, precisely this time as a human being is decisive for your later fate. For prior to this you travelled the path
across earth in the state of compulsion, you could do nothing else but comply with My will and had to progress without
fail. But now your way of life is a matter of your own free will…. What you had to do during your preliminary
stages…. to be of service…. is now up to you, you are no longer compelled but love should motivate you to do so,
however, you have to kindle this love yourselves, then your service will be an easy one and your course of life will lead
to further progress…. Hence it is most important in earthly life that you are informed of the significance of a life of love,
that you know its effect and the danger of a lack of love, which could result in your setback and would be dreadful for
you. In the past I pulled you up Myself because you were pursued by My love which time and again created
opportunities so that one day you could embody yourselves as a human being. But now I have to withdraw My will from
you, I have to leave it up to yourselves to aspire to further progress…. Although I have given you the wonderful gift of
grace for your earthly life as a human being…. by placing into you a tiny spark of My divine spirit, a part of Myself.…
you have to ignite it yourselves, which is your task in life…. I had to give you this spark of love or you would have
completely fallen prey to My adversary again who now also has the right once more to fight for your soul, which was
not possible for him before. And thus on the one hand you indeed have to expect his onslaughts but you nevertheless
have a counterbalance…. My divine spark of love…. with which you can keep him at bay, against which he is
powerless…. always providing that you yourselves nurture this spark within you, that you make full use of My gift of
grace, for then you will safely attain the goal that was given to you for earthly life.
However, if you ignore this spark of love then you will be subject to his control, he will always pull you down further
and be able to dominate you again since you would grant him this power yourselves. In that case, however, the whole of
your previous earthly progress would have been in vain and I would be unable to save you from another fall into the
abyss….
For this reason it is tremendously important that all people know about the Gospel of love, that all of you know what
consequences a life of love entail and also know that you are responsible for your earthly life yourselves. For I can do
everything, I can provide you with all opportunities, I can direct your destiny such that you will be able to find Me, but I
cannot force your free will. You have to make the final decision yourselves, and all blessings are at your disposal for
you to use…. Nevertheless it is up to you whether and when you reach the pinnacle from where you will no longer be
able to fall into the abyss. AMEN
***
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B.D. 9005, June 30, 1965
HOW TO UNDERSTAND THE FALL OF THE FIRST PEOPLE
I will answer every spiritual question you ask me. But, first of all, you must know that it has not been My will to let you
wander through such a difficult and heavy life on earth. I would have been truly satisfied with the time you passed with
bound will under the law of "you must", since that time was so terribly long it would indeed have sufficed for you to be
united again with Me.
But I had to ask you for a final test of your will that you should make now as an ego conscious being, as man.
You should have devoted yourselves voluntarily only to Me, and that would have cancelled the grand sin of the ancient
apostasy. Your love for Me should have been put by you to proof ... you who once offered resistance to My radiation of
Love.
Therefore, the first people were made well und they were devoted to Me in love because I provided them with
everything. I gave them the world for their own and made everything subordinate to them, and they recognized Me as
their God and Creator. They were surrounded by the magnificent deeds of My creative power. They could enjoy
themselves; everything was done so that they could give praise and thanks and their glowing love to Me.
And they themselves did not harbor any bad thoughts. But I was obliged to give the free will as a gift to the first humans
precisely because, as they went away from Me as Ur-spirits, they could not be imagined without their free will.
And because they had once turned away from Me, and voluntarily followed my enemy into the depth, My opponent had
an equal right to influence the first people; since it was again the will which had to decide whether they would follow
Me or him.
And this proof of the will which they could have exercised easily, they did not pursue, and, therefore, all the vicious
drives in them which had been conquered in the time before their embodiment as humans, were again awakened. The
ancestors transferred their characteristics to the mankind that followed them and it became increasingly difficult for
them to get rid of the enemy's shackles.
Had the first people successfully passed the proof of their will .... which was not insurmountable .... I would have
considered it sufficient. For, after the endlessly long way they had gone, the people following would have given Me
their love voluntarily as a gift.
They would have walked across the earth solely to enjoy its creations; they would have influenced all creations to their
good, so that these also could be embodied as humans, and life on earth would have been only a step to an eternal life.
The power of My opponent would have been broken and completely eliminated by the quite conscious devotion of the
first humans to Me. My opponent then could no longer have exercised his might and would have surrendered to My
Love. Thus, it was only required from the first human being to receive voluntarily the rays of My being, and the original
sin would have been annulled, because only Love could atone for this sin. But this sin was now repeated, and what had
been extended previously only to the spiritual world, bound in creation, now reached the entire humanity.
What the first humans could have achieved easily, if their quest for the right had been strong enough, became almost
impossible to achieve because all satanic characteristics were then acquired by man. It required great strength, which the
will of man did not possess at this stage, to fight and overcome those evil characteristics.
Therefore, the work of redemption by Jesus Christ became necessary -- the work of the Spirit of Light -- Who offered
Himself voluntarily when He knew that the first humans had failed. He offered Himself to Me, out of Love, to suffer and
die on the cross, to expiate this twice- committed sin. I knew from the beginning that this second fall of man would
happen, and I did not want mankind to have to walk such a painful path, but I could not intervene in the free will of man.
And as I know that eventually I will win back all beings -- as for Me a thousand years are as but one day -- and as
eternal life was at stake, there is this for you to recognize: you must not have any doubts because once you are liberated
from those tortures you will bask in a state of highest perfection; you will enjoy also those splendors that will balance all
your past sufferings that cannot be measured in terms of earthly concepts.
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You must always remember that it was not I Who included the unspeakable pain which humans have themselves created
since the first fall of man, truly, I gave the first humans every opportunity to make their decision of free will; that I gave
them only very easy commandments which they could follow without effort if the love in them was sufficiently strong
to decide to dedicate themselves to Me; that therefore this heartful love would have taken hold also of all the humans
following, and they would then have been able to resist all the temptations of My opponent.
Thus took place the second fall of man and burdened anew all the mankind that followed, until the divine Redeemer,
Jesus Christ, came to earth to combat My opponent. Because Satan misused his power by driving mankind ever deeper
and deeper into cruelty and continually weakening their will, they could not liberate themselves without the action of
redemption, but descended more and more into the pit of darkness.
I placed a barrier to stern this descent into darkness. I sent My Son to earth to save the people who wanted to be rescued.
There, again, the free will has to be receptive to the mercy of the Redeemer's work, because this also cannot be
undertaken against the will of a man.
Originally, passing through the creations of the earth should have been sufficient to triumph over the "trial of will" as a
human, because each soul went through the torment in the state of “you must". It was already so far matured that it
could have resisted easily the trap of enticement. But the fall of the first humans gave My opponent new power over all
souls he had exploited in the most frightful way.
Precisely for this reason an Ur-spirit was chosen as first man. Possessed of all qualities to be able to resist the seducer,
he could not be forced to his decision. He had to remain completely free in thought and action, and now My opponent
strove to subject this free will to his domination. The result was the renewed fall, whereby the sin of the apostasy of the
spirits from Me was repeated. As they followed him into the depth I could not possibly refuse this right to my opponent
inasmuch as the ancient fall was committed in free will.
Therefore, you cannot say that I wished the fall to be repeated in order to let you suffer so greatly. But I could not
prevent it because it had happened again in free will, and this free will once more will strive towards Me. Therefore you
will certainly come to liberate yourself from this merciless condition, for My Love has redeemed you through the
embodiment of the man Jesus. It was He who went to fight against the adversary and to free all souls who wished to
return to Me, to once more return to the house of their Father, their true homeland which they had once left voluntarily.
Because My Love is yours, as it always was, all suffering will end the moment you wish to be free of the one who still
keeps you in chains -- as soon as you long for Me and give Me the right to take you as My own, and you are Mine for
eternity. AMEN
***
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B.D. 9015, July 14, 1965
PRE-ADAMITES
Long before the first human beings equipped with a free will and intellect lived on this earth, human-like created beings
existed to make the earth habitable for human beings. They did their work instinctively, that is, driven by their nature, to
maintain themselves. They gathered fruits, harvested field products and built dwelling places. They did instinctively
what was necessary for them. But they could not be called responsible for their actions, because they had not as yet been
given a soul containing all particles of a fallen primal spirit. Those beings were already much like human beings, they
were bodily of the same form, but they had no self-consciousness, nor could they communicate with one another. They
had a strong instinct for self- preservation and often lived to a great age. They served in the creation. They changed the
surface of the earth to prepare it as a dwelling place for human beings according to their needs.
Those beings did not receive a task to perform. They only served the still imperfect primal spirits as a final possibility to
mature, which development they could continue as human beings. Those prehistoric people should not be considered as
real human beings because their nature-appearance and their actions were more like an animal, still far behind in its
development, only their form was like a human being. That was the reason why later people called those creatures prehistoric man who indeed could never be compared with the real human beings who possess a free will and intellect,
which they are able to use according to their ability.
It cannot be said that these prehistoric beings evolved into human beings. Because human beings were a new creation
which God brought forth when many primal spirits waited impatiently for their embodiment. The prehistoric being was
one of the many creations who had to fulfill a task to prepare a dwelling place for mankind which was to come and
insure them a proper earthly life. The Pre-Adamites were those man- like beings but could not be called responsible
because they lived instinctively like animals. They lived long before human beings on this earth. They had no intellect.
They could only live in groups in places where later mankind made their abode. They prepared an area through regular
activity, which they performed automatically according to their nature. They cultivated great regions and after planning,
sowed essential crops, to harvest them later.
They performed their task by instinct to provide for themselves. They fought with one another and the strongest
survived. Thus they contributed to the fact that new spirit substance could embody in these beings; even for a short
period prove their strength. Their more or less strong impulses were present but became weaker the longer they lived.
They progressed slowly until they could come to the embodiment as human beings. Manlike beings that could not be
related with the real human beings existed long before the first created man.
In appearance they could be compared with people. They lived like animals in their impulses as in their way of
reproduction. The spiritual substances within them developed further. They belonged to the many creation works, which
disappeared when they had fulfilled their task and were not needed anymore.
Finally they died out to make place for new creations. It should never be said that man in his present form has developed
from prehistoric creations. Man was and is a New Creation, equipped with free will and intellect to prove them. They
also received back their self-conscious- ness. To a certain extent, the pre-Adamite possessed some intellect which
depended upon the degree of maturity of the soul particles which they contained. Those pre-Adamites were not rational
beings but what intelligence they had expressed itself in their productivity which they per- formed automatically.
They produced great works, which can be seen often in nature. They built roads so that they could reach one another.
They created ditches and underground passages to make conditions in which the first created humans could live when
the time came for the first primal spirit to embody itself as man.
The more primal spirits waited for embodiment the more the pre-Adamites disappeared. This all happened step-by-step
until mankind populated the earth and their time of testing began when every fallen primal spirit had to prove itself. For
that reason Man is equipped with self consciousness, intellect and free will, to be able to make his way on the Earth, in
order to return to the Father from Whom they once turned away. AMEN
***
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B.D. 9016, July 16, 1965
TIME ESTIMATION CONCERNING THE PRE-ADAMITES IS NOT POSSIBLE
I do not want you to feel deserted by ME. I want you to come to ME with all your needs and cares. You will always
receive an answer, because I care for you and know your worries. I am always willing to take them from you when you
give them trustingly to ME. Do not worry, I care for you, I know what bothers you and what questions come to your
mind.
Long periods have passed in which people have inhabited the Earth. The estimation of time given in the Book of the
Fathers reflects the spiritual condition of the people at that time. Mankind had inhabited the Earth for a very long time
but only those happenings were recorded for information, which was beneficial for the maturity of the people. But it is
not possible to determine the duration of time. You would never come to the right conclusion.
However, this much is sure, that although many periods have passed, man is still the same creation today that he was
then. He could use his intellect from the start, also the problems people are troubled with today: concerning the reason
and purpose of their existence, are still the same as they were in those days. I have given to man the gift to think about
these things from the beginning.
In the beginning people discovered signs of beings who lived previous to them, but whom they did not acknowledge as
their kind, for they differed considerably. Also, the first created human beings, "Man" knew that there were no people
before them similar to them because they understood themselves to be a new creation. They knew that with their
existence a new kind of creation began which had not existed before. They knew they could communicate, and this was
possible for everyone. Pre-historic beings were unknown to them; also did they not understand that they had to go
through the previous creations before they could incarnate as man.
The pre-Adamites never lived together with people on Earth, because they had died before man inhabited the Earth. It
was not in MY Eternal Plan that the pre-Adamites would live together with the first created men. It was not in MY Plan
to create something defective in a time when perfected men as the crown of creation should prove themselves. Those
first people were unconscious of their pre-development through all the creations of the Earth.
Also, man must be a perfect new creation to receive a soul, because this was the beginning of a new path on Earth with
the purpose of final reunion with ME. The fact that people failed to reach their goal has nothing to do with their path
through the previous stages of development. Every soul, which may embody itself as man, has reached the maturity,
which allows such incarnation.
It is impossible for men to determine how people have lived on this Earth. They will not receive an explanation, because
it is of no importance. So it cannot be determined how long, and where the pre-Adamites lived. But it is certain that they
lived before men, that in the early time they dwelled everywhere as a creation, which served to develop countless soul
particles, and contributed to the maturing of those substances, which could then incarnate in human beings.
You cannot determine the time. You can only accept an estimated time but never know if it is right because life for each
person is limited. MY creation, however, existed from Eternity, and will for you remain for eternities until you come to
the Light. Now you can see that Eternity for ME is only a fleeting moment.
AMEN
***
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B.D. 9022, July 22. 1965
MORE ABOUT PRE-HISTORIC BEINGS
You only have to come to ME for an explanation and I will not hesitate to give it to you. You do not know how long a
time it took forming the creations. Such a very long time cannot be measured by your concept of time, because it took a
time you cannot comprehend. Therefore you are right when you suggest that the pre-Adamites lived long before human
beings…. Human beings being recognized as such by their self-consciousness, free will and intellect. But the fact that
they lived long before human beings does not mean that the first human beings did not know about pre-historic beings.
They did know about their existence, although they recognized them as pre-historic. It was not until after the fall of man
that I sent Light-beings who explained about their earlier evolution through the creations. They had no knowledge of
this before then, neither about man-like creatures because by the time human beings were created they had died out.
Because growth of population advanced slowly, in keeping with the maturing of the primal spirits the process of
creating took a very long time. The Earth was not populated with people everywhere at once. The pre-Adamites
disappeared only when the creation work "man" began.
Pre-historic people have never lived at the same time as "man" together. The first "men" were created in a different time
because the Earth was formed in different stages. This was necessary because the primal spirits developed differently.
This you cannot quite understand as yet. It is not as if people were suddenly created on Earth, rather, it was, so to speak,
a periodical creation. Each period produced certain beings, until the final creation work "man" with self-awareness,
intellect and free will appeared.
When I use the expression "the same time", I mean in the same creation period, which is so long it cannot be expressed
with numbers. But the pre-historic beings preceded the real human beings. I do not conceive of time as you do. One
thousand years are for ME as one day. The creation work took so long it is not possible to determine a time. But it
cannot be denied that everything developed itself from matter, from the stone and plant world through the animal
kingdom to Man. Again and again for the further development of soul particles I created different outer forms. The
expression, "evolution", has to do only with the development of the spiritual part. Every outer form was a new creation
which disappeared when it had served its purpose. For that reason many creatures have disappeared when human beings
came to live, who could create and produce at will.
Thus people did not live alongside the pre- historic beings. But that does not rule out the possibility that they lived on
Earth at the same time. They were so far away from one another they did not know they existed. But they existed until
the time that man could find the right conditions for their existence. But this you must understand, that the Earth was not
immediately populated with responsible people. They came a long time later. The pre-historic beings still existed
wherever the Earth was not sufficiently developed. It is difficult to form a picture of how the work of creation took
place. You might be able to imagine the length of time in which this work was done, but not the endless space needed to
give life to the soul particles of the fallen primal spirits. A rich diversity was needed that only MY providence could
achieve. When I saw, even the least creation work before ME, immediately it was brought forth as finished work. I saw
that the creations assumed greater forms in which the soul particles could mature, and it swarmed with creations of a
different kind, which I placed where they could mature.
So the pre-historic beings were a creation, which I always placed where future human beings were expected. The human
race then would take possession of the Earth and bring its process of development to an end. To find the same conditions
allover the Earth, is not in MY manifold creation-will. There are at present still great areas where no man can exist
because it lacks the needed conditions to survive. For this I have MY reason. Truly the outer form of man was a work of
MY Love. As I created man after MY image, so his soul will be eventually after MY image. This was not the case with
the pre historic beings. They could not develop themselves into "Man", no matter how mature they became. (9022 cont.)
If you think I leave you in the wrong opinion you should realize that you yourself made a wrong assumption. Your
intellect cannot easily take this in, until union with ME is restored. I will always try to explain apparent differences,
because you must be taught the Truth. The slow evolution always concerned the maturity of the soul, the ascent of the
soul substance in each particular creation work. Thus MY creation work contains in- numerable outer forms, which can
be seen in groups as the same creation, but differ in some ways from other groups. But within the groups there is a close
resemblance. But a further development would never take place.
But within the increasing development of the soul substances new outer forms again came into being which were
concluded with creation-work, "Man". Man, however, had to fulfill the last task on Earth, to spiritualize themselves and
to change themselves into the creatures they were in the beginning. To conclude their earthly path and return to ME
whence they once originated. That all those pre-historic creations had to contribute to this change was for ME a happy
process, which one-day will achieve its purpose.
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But to give people, who are simple in their thinking, this knowledge was only possible in a limited way. But people who
are in the full Light understand immediately how it all fits together, and what purpose each outer form had. But for this
earthly life it is only necessary that you receive enough Light so that you understand in a general way the process of
your return to ME, so that you can give your fellowman a general picture of the purpose and goal of creation. Each
person decides for himself how far he will go into that Plan of Salvation, whose only goal is the happiness of MY
creatures.
AMEN

*** † ***
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